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PREFACE
The closely-related issues of greenhouse emissions, ~Iobal warming and climate change have
recently come to tile top of the International environmental agenda, In particular, concerns over the
problems expected to be associated with the po~ential Impacts orcneete chanqe have grown over the past
decade and captured tile attention of fhe scientific community, the politicians, decision makers, as well as
the private and public sectors. These problems may prove to be among the major enVironmental problems
lacing the marine environment and adjacent coastal areas In the near tuture. Therefore, and in line with
Decision 14/20 of the Governing Council on "Global Climate Change", the Oceans and Coastal Areas
Programme Aeliv;ty Centre (OCAIPAC) of the United Nations Environment programme (UNEP) euncneu
and supported a number of ectivities designed to assess the potential impact of climate change and to
assisttheGovemmen1s concerned In identffieation and Implementation of suitable response measures which
may mitigate the negative consequences of the impact.
Since 1987 to date, Task Teams on lmplcauons of Climate Change were established for eleven
regions covered by the Regional Seas progremme: Mediterranean, Wider caribbean, South Pacific,
East Asian Seas, South Asian Seas, South-East Pacific, Eastern Africa, West and Central Africa, the Kuwait
Action Plan region, the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden and the Black Sea. Some of these Regional Task Teams
enjoy the support 01 the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)' of UNESCO and other
relevant international, regional and nol'liiovemmentai organizations In add~lon, two Global Task Teams
on Expected Impacts of Climate Change on Coral Reefs and on Mangroves were eslabllshed In cooperation
with IOC and UNESCO respectively
The initial objective of these Task Teams was to prepare regional and global oveMews and sitespecific case studies on the possible impact of predicted climate change on the ecological systems, as well
as on the socio-<'lCOnomic activities and structures, based on the climate change models/scenarios
developed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCG) and widely accepted by the
international scientific ccrnmunhy
These overviews are expected to examine at the regional and global levels the possible effects of
the sea-level rise and temperature elevations on Ihe coastal, terrestlial and aquatic ecosystems Including
deltas, estuaries. wetlands, coastal plains, coral reefs, mangroves, lagoons, etc.. and to examine the
possible effects of cfimatic, physiographic and ecological changes On the socio-economic structures and
activities, and determine the areas or systems which appear to be most vulnerable to the above effects,
The global overviews were inlended to account for the al).ove effects on both the coral reels and
mangroves as important, crjtlcal and vulnerable ecosystems.
FOllowing thecomplelion of these regionai overviews, and based on their findings, site~peciriC case
studies are developed by Ihe Task Teams for areas identified as most vulnerable and needing urgent
attention. The results of these case studies should provide expert advice to the national authorities
concerned in defining specifiC policy options and surtable response meaSUreS for the protection and
sustainable development of these ecosystems.
The work of the Task Team on Mangroves, organized and supported by UNESCO, was completed
in 1993 and was led by Prof. Colin Field, who acled as Coordinator of the Task Team. The present reJXlf\
is largely based on the contributions by Ihe individual members oflhe Task Team, whose cooperation with
the Task Team Coordinator is hereby acknowledged and appreciated (see Foreword).

FOREWORD

In November 1991, COMAR (of UNESCO) invijed a II'nel of 16 experts, on behalf of
UNEP/UNESCO, to a preparalory task team meetJng to cons!der '~he Impact of Expected Climate Changes
on Mangroves", in Bangkok, Thailand. The report 01 the meeting was published by UNESCO (19926).
Subsequent to this meeting, COMAR cre"ted a 14-rnember UNEPIUNESCO Task Team on the "Jmp"ct of
Expected Ctimate Change On Mangroves". UNEP, loe, and WMO had separately recognized the need to
focus studies on mangrove ecosystems related to climate change ooe, 1991).
The first meeting of the UNEPIUNESCO Task Team was held in Rio de Janeiro 1-3 June 1992, and
the resutts were pUb~shed by UNEP/UNESCO (1992b). The primary role of the Task Team is to advise
on the design, oeveiopment, and organization of the proposed global monlloring of Ille effect of climate
change on mangroves, The Task Team agreed to ur-derteke three Inltlatlvea to support its prim"ry
objectille. These were:
a)

to c"rry out a review of the literature and to prepare an overview of some aspeels of expected
glob"l change on mangrove ecosystems and the probable affects on the exploitation of the system,
with the aim of identifying policy options "00 suiteble response measures

b)

to prepare three specific case studies involving low island, arid coast and deltaic sites, it was
considered that these sites would prov'lde a representat'lve range of mangrove habitats and would
provide experience of experimental design, data collection and analysis, lhat would be invaluable
for the successful establishment of a long-term m"ngrove monitoring system.

c)

to prepare a position paper on the theoretical and technical basts for data acquislljon, experimental
deslgn and the analysis of data, indUding possible modelling approaches, that couk:l be used for
the development of the specific case studies and the long-term monitoring programme concamed
with mangrove ecosystems.

It became clear after some initial consideration of the tasks that had to be undertaken that the most
coherent approach would be to combine the outcome of initiatille (1) and initiative (3) and tc plesent the
fiM,ngs as a conscrdated report. An initial draft of the report was prepared by a sub"9roup of the Task
Team, consistlrlg of Bjorn Kjerfve (Convenor), Donald Macintosh, Barry Clough and Sang" Sabhaart, at a
preliminary meeting in Phuket, Thailand.
A Meeting of the Task Team in Okinawa, Japan In July 1993, considered the initJal draft report and
recommended that ij be ex,oandad by the addition of further contributions from members of the Task Team
The final report contains a review of lhe relevant literature, some policy options and the recommended
criteria for select'lng mangrove monitoring and study sites. The Task Team also recommended that the
report be published by UNEP

Colin Field
Charman
UNEP·UNESCO Task Team on the Impact of Expected
Climate Change On Mangroves
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As mangroves are one ofthe most prominent coastal ecosystems in tropical and many subtropical
areas around the world, it is likely that the impact by climate change on mangroves will have 9realer
economic and social significance.- when compared to the effect 01 climate change on most otller coaslal
ecosyslems, Mangrove ecosystems consist largely 01 lrees with life spans olthe order of several decades,
so that long-tenn climate change may be gauged by structural and functional responses of mangrove
communnies. other Iroplc3l and SUbtropical coastal ecosystems, such as salt marshes and seaqrass beds,
exhiM more pronounced short-term varlabil~y because of seasonal and interannual fluctuations, and nun
over too quickly to be useful for gauging climatic change,
The uncertainly and variability of climate change is still much debated and far from universally
accepted. The purpose 01 this rej)Ort is nol to argue whether gtobal climatic change is occurring, but rather
to assess tile expected lype and magnitude of impacts on mangrove ecosystems, if and when global climate
change does occur. Coaslal ecosystems, including mangroves, are especially vulnerable because of
economic and SOCial pressures in addition to their location at land_sea margins.
Mangrove ecosystems cover approximately 15 million hectares globally, wilh 6.9 million hectares
in the Indo-Pacific Region, 4,1 rrulfon hectares in South and Central America and the Caribbean. and 3.5
million hectares in Africa. The important communities Of plants, animals, and microbes found in mangrove
ecosystems are described in the report
Throughout the world, mangroves have considerable environmental and eoological values as well
as proViding significant sodo-economic benefits to national and local economes and local communilies.
Mangrove ecosystems, because ot their location, are expected to be amongst the first ecosystems 10 be
affeGted by any glObal climatic change, in partiCUlar from the effects of increasing sea level and changes
in wind, wave. current, and storm pattems.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climale Change (IPCG) scenarios for climate change have been
used here as the basis for projecting future trends regarding climate change on mangrove ecosystems and
they are presented in Table 4 01 the report.

Major responses by mangrove ecosystems to predicted climate changes are estimated as follows:
a)

Rise in global mean Sea level

It is estimated that the global mean s"" level will rise by 6.0 em per decade as a resuft of global warming.
11 is difficult to estimale the changes in local relative sea ievel. It is expected that:
•

Mangrove communITies will progress landward il accretiOn of sediment is sufficienl or unless
constrained by topography

•

Erosion along the seaward margins of mangr""e systems will increase.

•

Rate of sea-levet rise will detcnnine whether mangroves Can fe-€slablish.

•

Secondary productivity per unit area wilt probably increase due to grealer availability of nutrients
due to erosion,

b)

Increase in atmospheric CO, concentration.

It is estimated that the atmOSPheric ievel of CO, will increase by 0.5% per year It is expected that
•

Mangrove canopy photosynthesis will not be significantly increased.

•

Not all species will respond similarly.

e)

Increase in atmospheric temperature

It is estimated that global mean lemperature will rise by O.3"C per decade. However, changes in the tropics
may not be as greal arid there wili be less difference between the seasons, It is expected tnat
•

A number 01 mangrove spedes will migrate towards higher latitudes.

•

There wi~ be changes in the phenological pattems of reproduction and growth in many mangrove
species.

•

Overall net and gross productlwty 01 mangrove ecosystems will increase,

•

Plant and animal biodiversity in mangroves
change,

•

Mangrove rnOcrobial processes will accelerate

d)

Changes in precipllatlon patterns

w"' increase and

plant and animal composition will

It is predicted that the patterns of precipitation wili change but that they are likely to vary regionally and
locally wilhout a lixed global pattern. It is also predicted that the Inciden"" of heavy rainfall will increase and
tile inc"den"" of fight renren wlll decrease. It "5 expected that:
•

Changes in soil water content and soil salinity wili have a significant impact on the growth of
mangroves.

•

An increase in lhe precipitation to evapotranspiration ratio will result in an increased rate of primary
production by mangroves.

•

An increase in soil salinity will reduce the primary productiv<ty and growth 01 mangroves,

•

Mangrove animals that are euryhaline will be largely unaffected by increases in salinity bul Ihe
distribution of stenohaline species will be altered significantly.

Impacts of "Iimaw change on janduee, utilization and exploitation 01 mangroves are expected as:
•

Increased risk 01 ftooding 01 low lying areas.

•

increased erosion of vulnerable soft coast

•

Increased risk of saline intrusion.

•

Increased lrequency 01 damage from slorm surges.

The following policy options need to be considered'
a)

Coastal protection
Maintenance of existing protective barriers may need to be relocated landward. Consideration
should be gNen 10 the establishment Or extension 01 a mangrove green belts to provide a natural
barrier lor coastal protection. It would be useful to develop guidelines and procedures for the
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b)

Agriculture
Agricultural activities are likely to be affected by saR water intrusion. This may necessitate the
construction of protective barriers or the relocation of the agricultural activities. In planning future
agricuilural activities landuse planners shouid lake into account the likely economic Ire span of the
development

c)

Aquaculture
Aquacultural activities will require modification of management practices. In lOme, ponds may have
to be located in more landward areas. A protective barrier of mangroves should be established and
maintained to the seaward of aquacuilure ponds. Coaslal aquacUilural investments will be highly
susceptible to alterations in the environmental conditions of the mangroves and the environment
should be cJosely monitored lor ea~y indioations of change.

dJ

Foresby
Foreslry activities will bo affected by changes in the phenology of reproduction and growth, changes
in aridity, changes in salinity and direct disruption of spe.cific sites by sea-level rise and storms
Forest managers should closely monitor the environment of the forest for early indications cf
change.
it is almost impossible to idontify the response of mangrove ecosystams io single factors SUCil as
temperature or sea-Ievei rise. Rather, mangrove ecosystems are likely to exhibit synergistic
responses to a combination of changing climale parameters, making the analysis of cause 2nd
ettect difficult Also, the complaxity aM scale 01 respcnses will be highly site specific
It must also be stressea that the rnan-lnduced ciimate changes are far from certain. F'qually, the
effects cf climate change on mangroves are uncaetaln. II must be appreCiated Ihat changes to
mangmve ecosystems are just as likely to be caused by natura: events or Ihe impact of the
activities of man, It is therefcre impcrtant tllat governmenls establish base line data on their coast
lines and mangrove ecosystems so thot any Ghanges that may occur, for what evar reason, will ba
detected at an early stage

A study and moniforing programme to assess the impact of climate change on mangrove
ecosystems shOuld be implemented,
As c1imale change effects might be most pronounced in those places where mangrove ecosystems
are close to the e>dremes of their latitudinal distribution it is also recommended that examples of such ~ltes
be included in the monitoring programme. It will be easier to detect change in systems that are cur~ntly
relallvely stable. tn order to narrow the scope of studies to rIlesonable proportions, al leest Ihree
representative types of mangrove ecosystem should be examined: (a) weU develol"'d deltaic sites. (b) sites
along arid coasts, .and (c) lew island sites.
A long-term monitoring and study programme shoutd be designed thai can be implemented at a
small number af primary sites for long-term and intenSive studies and well-designed experiments. Additional
secondary sites should be selected for the gathering of complementary· information and intermittent or
routine studies and experiments, covering a wide gecgraphlcal distribution of sites and types.
To achieve optimal use or resources, primary sites should be mangrove sites, Which aiready are well
documented and have relevant information and time series data available, such as meteorological and tidal
records, species composition. geomcrphology, and sea-level change. A full list of parameters to be
measured is provided in the report. At eech selected primary site, a parallet training programme should be
enacted 10 proVide protocols with respect to acquisiticn, analysis, and interpretation of data, This will
encouralle the sustairiab,litv of 1000 term acquisition of accurate ffeld dab and their local use. The training

Secondary sites sllOuld be selected for additional monitoring and sludy activilies to complement the
primary snes. and 10 provide comparable local information globally. The degree of ImplementaUon of any
programme activity at secondary sites would uKimately depend on the availability of fonds and resources,
It is important to organize a reliabie network for mangrove monitoring and study activities for a Iong_
term dUra!lOn, at least several decades. The resulting long_term data would not only serve to aSSess the
impact of climate cr,ange on mangroves, but also serve shOrt-term local needs to aid tn management of
coastal environments. An integral part of any monitoring and study must include the design of experiments,
modelling exercises, and systematic analysis and interpretation of all data on an on-going basis. It is
stressed that modifications to mangrove ecosystems due to Climatic cJ1ange may be velY difficUlt 10 discern
from modifications due to anthropogenic actions and episodio natural events, Experiments should be
designed carefully with conSideration given to such complications,
A list of criteria for selecting 'suitable mangrove study and mooitoring sites is provided in the report.
The cme,;" presented cover eight important categories: (a) physical cJ1araGteristics, (b) site area, (c)
availability of existing site data, (d) government approval and support. (e) Institutional and personnel support.
(I) data base accessibility, (g) infrastructure. and (h) training and education requirements.

2.

INTRODUCTION

Over tile last ten years a grest deal has been written about the possible results of man_inducad
climate change and there is a genersl acceptanoo that if man continues to polluta tha a~mosphere at the
present rate tIlere will be significant warming of the earth's etmosphete by the end of the next century,
primariiy due to an enhanced leval of carbon oKJxide. There are other preddions that indicate sea-leveJ
rise, changes in precipitation patterns, frequency of tropical storms and changes in Ultra-violet light
intensities, There;s a concerted international effort to monitor cJ1anges to the enVironment thet may result
from man-induced climate change,
Tile Intergovernmental Oceanogrsph;c Commission (IOC) has
developed a Global Ocean Observing System (GODS) that will work closely with other inlemational
observing bodies and natianat agencies,
Initially GODS has .identified flve modules that It will ooncentrste on:
a)

monitoring of the coastal zone environment and its changes.

b)

climate monitoring. assessm,mt and prediction.

c)

marine metoorological and oCeanographic operational services

d)

assessment and prediction of the health 01 the ocean

e)

moniloring and assessment ot marine living resources,

As part of module (a) a UNEP/UNESCO task team has been formed to adv'lse on the design,
development and operation of a proposed pilO! monitoring activity of the elfeds of cnmete change on
mangrove ecosystems.
Mangrove ecosystams have attracted increased scientific attention over the past ten years, partially
stimulated by tile activities ofUNESCO(COMAR) and UNDP in the Padfk" Asia, Africa, South America and
the Caribbean In recent times the International Society for Mangroves Ecosystems has been formed as
a nonilovemment organisation based in Okinswa. Japan in an effort to continue to foster international
cooperation in tha stUdy and management of mangrove ecosyst;:,ms.
A result of these activities is that mangrove ecosystems have become recognised by many
scientists, governments and planners as important and productive ecosystems lhat must be managed
caretully on a sustainsble basis. It has also been recognisad that in many parts of the work! too adivities
of m"n h""" ri,,"'mvArl I~m" ~r.. ~. nf m~nnm,,= A~ m~n",.,,,,,,~ ,.,,,.,.~ ;n the ;nt~"''''~l ~~"~~ ;n h~n;n~' .~" ..

111is report surveys' the scientific nereiure and estimates how the vanous components of the
mangrove ecosystem may respond to expected climate change. It also considers the impact of Climate
change on the use of mangroves by man and suggests various poncy options that could be used by
governments to prepare for the predicted climate change.
The report then goes on to outline several hypotheses thai need to l>e tested to determine whether
climate change Is oCClJrrmg and whether such changes are affecting mangrove ecosystems. Finally the
report outlines in detail an approach for studying and monIToring chang6'; to mal1Qrave ecosystems on a
lOr1\! term basis.
Mangrove ecosystems are inherently dynamic and they are currently e~periencing substantial
as a resull of natural events and man-induced pressures. 111e possibility of changes in climate
further affecting their structure end function is an added oomplication. The problem ;s to reSOlve the effects
due to climate change from e!fecls that are being induced by other factors. Such resolution Can be
achieved only through a velY carefully designed monitoring prosremme carried out over many years.
cha~es

111e predictions for climate change have been impressively documented butthey remain predictions
and have wide margins for error, The predicllons for the effects of climate change on mangrove
ecosystems are presented in this report and, are also subject to wide margins of error. Comtining the two
sets of predictions together produces a very uncertain picture that must be viewed with caulion. However,
it would be unWise to ignore the possibility thaI low lying coastal 'eglons of the trOPics and eubtroplcs may
be adversely affected by climate change in the future. nwould, be sensible for all countries that might be
affected to take steps 10 estab~sh base-line data for their mangrove ecosystems and to monitor them for
change. This report gives some indication of the steps that should be taken

3.

MANGROVE ECOSYSTEMS
3.1.

EXTENT AND CHARACTERISTiCS

MalQrove ecosystems are a conspicuous feature of the coastal zone in tropical and subtropical
latitudes, 111e wo~d_wide distribution af mangroves in shown in Figure 1. TIlese wetland ecosystems
include foresls, waterways. mudflats. and salt pans, They suppo~ salt_tolerant (halophytic) mangrove trees,
associated hardWood trees. palms. shrubs, epiphytes (Iianas, liChens. fems, and orchids), algae, fungi,
microflora, meiofauna, bacteria, marine and terrestrial animals, birds, insects, finfish, and she~fish.
Restricted predominafitly to the inte,lidal area between spring tid", high and low walers, mangroves are
found in river deltas, IrOllting river-<!ominated coasts, as borders of estuaries and lagoons, and as patches
or fringes in carbonate sediments alofig small island shores.
Mangrove ecosystems are estimated tocaver 15 million hectares wo~dwide (Lacerda & Diop, 1993).
The Indo_Pacific region has 6.9 million hectares of mangrove weilands, South and central America together
with the Caribbean has 4.1 million hectares, and Africahes 3.5 miilion heclares (lacerda & Diop, 19(3).
They fonn a coastal fringe vegetafion lone between land and sea, Mangroves represent complex we~and
ecosystems, which under optimal conditions altain the stature of forests, accommodating trees reaching
heights up 10 45 m, They are either regula~y or occasionally inundated by brackish or marine waters by
tidal flushing (iUCN, 1983; Snedaker & Snedaker. 19S4; UNDPIUNESCO, 1986; Tomlinson, 1986; Kjerfve,

1990).
Mangroves are inhabited in many places by hu'mans, usually belonging to traditional communities.
who harvest fish and other natural resources from the mangrove ecosystem. Mangrove systems are
recognized as having important environmental and ecological values ,is well as'providing significant sodoecOOomlc benefits to national and local economies (Hamilton & Snedaker: 1984; Dixon, 19a9: Lal, 1990;
Luge, 1990), Mangroves are SUbjected to jntense human development iii many subtropical and ITopicai
coastal countries, and the area of mangroves is in general decreasing (Ong, 1984) as" result Of pond
aquacurture operalions, agricUlture, construction' of dikes and 'mads, and oIher forms of human
enci'Qaetlmeril.

3.2

GEOMORPHOLOGY, SEOIMENTS AND BIOGEOCHEMISTRY

Geological morpllology, sediment texture, cl1emlstry, deposilion and erosional processes, as well
as tides, waves and currenls, all playa signlfic:anl role in determining the succession of mangrove species.
3.2.1 Geomorphology

Many authOrs have drawn attenuon to the complex biogeomorphological relationships in mangrove
1940; Thorn, 1967; Semeniuk 1980; Woodroffe et aI., 1985). Thom (1982, 1984) and
Woooroffe (1987) Idenlff",d nine qeomcrphlc settings in whIch mangrOlleS occur. For the present purposes,
~ is sufficient to group these nine settings into three broad lypes eCClJrding to the dominant physical
processes involved ,in sediment transport and erosion, These three types are rTver-dominaled, tidedominated, and manne-dominated (mainly carbonate sediments asSOCiated wIth coral reefs),

commuomes (DaViS,
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Figure 1: World distribution of mangroves, showing range of 20 DC isothenns in January and
July, major ocean currents Influencing latitudinal range and six biogeographic regions gmuped
in two global hemispheres. (DUke, 1992)

Thom (1M2) attempted to place mangroves into a sea--level framework basad on !he concepts of
constructional and destructional coastal evoluHon. He noted the great difficult in matching gaomOfPhological
and ecological histolies. However, he conduded fhat sea_level fall may lead to slrong zoning of species,
peatlorrnation and invasion by salt marsh. Conversely. sea-Iavel lise may engender poor zonencn and
shoreline accumulation of organiC debris. He also concluded that mangro\l€l commun[ly response to sealevel change is fa r from predictable. Woodroffe (1990) concluded thaI for a given cIlmalic lidal environment
and a particular pool of mangrove species lor a specific region,_ the hislory of the land surface and
contemporary geomorphic and associated pedogenic processes logelher delerminelhe pattern ot'mangrove
growth. Mangrove ecosystems may be consid~ dynamic and there is geological and contemporary
evidence (Woodroffe & Grindrod, 1991) that mangrove ecosystems can extend or contracl I<lpidlY in
response to regional topographical and climatiC changes. The ecosystem that is be1ng oonsidered in this

man. Such systems will exhibit marked spatial and temporal fluctuations as a
have been mentioned

resu~

of the influences that

3.2.2 Mangrove Sedimantation Processes

There is clear eVidence from the Holocene record of CH dated mangrove stratigraphy of low rates
of accretion in organic low island mangrove peals. and high rates of accretion in more inorganic high island
and continental margin mangrove s.. dimenls. More recent sedimentation can be studied by use of Cs"'.
Pb"', ar1ijiclal sediment markers and inserted stakes
There has been hltle work of this nature in
mangroves. bUI far mOre in sail marshes
Lynch, ef a!. (1989) shOWed accretion rates Of 14 to 17cm/100yrs in an infrequently flooded
mangrove basin at Rookery Bay, Florida, AtTerminos Lagoon, Mexico, accretion rates at a nver dominated
mangro~B site were an average of 32cml100yrs and a maximum of 44cmi10Oyrs wIlile at a tidal dominated
site accretion rates were an average of 20cm/100yrs and a minimum of 1Ocm1100yrs. Like the Holocene
record, this study shows how mangroves close to ri~ers have higher sedimentation rates than those that
are Lidally dominated.

Table 1
Rates of mangrove peat accretion

Location

Source

Rate of accretion
(em/100 yaar5)

enson, 1989
Wood roffe, 1981
Ellison, 1992

U
8.8_9.0
8,5·10.6

Latilam, 1979
Ma15ushima, at al., 1984
Southem. 1986

'.e

Low Islands
Tongatapu
Grand Cayman
Bermuda
High IslandS

Fj'i

Carolina Isands

Samoa

11.7

Bloom, 1970
Matsumoto, at ai, 1986
Ward, 1988
Miyagi & Fujimoto, 1989

3,0"25.3
13,7
13.4-140

Bloom, 1980
Matsusnjma. s/ el.; 1984

18.8
99-10,5

Ellison, (unpubtished)

15.2-40,0

Risk & RhOdes, 1985

4.5_10.6

Digerfelclt & eoen 1984

18;7-27.4

Australia, Hinehinbrook Island

Jamaioa

13,1

8,5_110

The Holocene reoord of mangrove stratigraphy showS that mangroves can keep up with slow see
level rise. and there is variance in this ability acoording to physiographic location, this dependent on ttl
sed"ment supply (Ellison & Stoddart, 1991), Table 1 summarises the available stratigraphic work. LOI
islands have no rivers. so accretion is by accumulation of an organic peat Studies from three location:
show fairiy uniform rates of accretion, 017.7-10,6cmll00yrs. High islands have small catchment rivers the
deflVer sediment to the coastal zone, and mangrove accretion rates ara shown to be higher but variable b
location. Continental margins have large catchment rivers. and studies from Australia show extenslvl
progradation under mangroves, even during sea-level rise.
3,2,3 BioglJOchemistry

The amount of organic carbon, ~10SpiJOrous art::l nITrogen expected from mangrove forests is a vel)
important paramoter for assessin9 the productivity of these systems. In order to understand the system i
is necessary to consider the nutrient inputs and outputs and to attempt estimates of the quantFlafive
importance of each. (Boto, 1982; Twilley "I al., 1992), II is beyond the scope of th'IS review to consider Ih~
large literature on this subject but the possible impact of climate cha.,.,e On biogeochemistry will ~
conSidered briefiy in a later section.

...

3.3.

FLORA IN MANGROVE ECOSYSTEMS

A mangrove is a tree, shrub, palm or ground fern which normally grows above mean sea level in
the intertidal zone ot marina coastal environments or estuarine margins (DUke, 1992). Mangroves have a
combination of morphological and physiological adaptafions to cope wtth their unique habitat. Different taxa
have different mechanisms. These may include aerial roots, viviparous propagules, salt glands, and salt
eXClusion and salt storage strategies. ApprOximately 59 species of true mangroves are recognised w1lich
contribute signihcantly to the structure of mangrove forests [Table 2). The best developed mangroves grow
along humid tropical coasts, here they often form extensive tidal fOfesi~ wtth trees Of more than 1m in
diameter and hel'ghls of 2Q-45m, Mangroves also extend well into tempe'ate regl'ons, but the number of
species decreases with increasing latitude (Chapman, 1976; Blasco, 1984; Tomlinson, 1986; DUke, 1992).
The present latitUdinal limits of mangroves are close to 31"N in southern Japan (Hosokawa et al., 1977),
31"N on MeXico's Pacific coast, 320N in Bermuda, 32"8 in southern Brazil, and 38°S in southern Australia
(Wells, 1983). IJangrove communities at these high latitUdinal extremes are floristically simple, in each
cased comprising only a single species. Duke {1992) points out that mangrove Sfl8cies are divided into two
global hemispheres (Figure 1) the Atlantic East Pacific and the Indo West Pacific and that lhese
approximately equal portions 01 the earth also have roughly equivaient areal extents of mangrove forests,
However, the Atlantic East Pacific region has fewer species whi~ the most diverse flora is seen in the Indo
West Paci!ic region. Based on species presence these two primary re9ions may be divided into six discrete
secondary regions as shown in Figure 1. For detailed discussion of the glObal distribution of mangroves
DUke'S paper should be consulted.
Table 2.
Families, genera, and species of true mangrove trees and shrubs worldwide (adapted from Duke, 1992).
Famity

Genus

Species
number

Major Families
Avlcennlaceae
Combretaceae

Avicennia
Conocarpus

Laguflcularia
Peimae
Rhizophoraceae

Sonneratiaooae

Lumnitzera
Nypa
Broguiera
Ceriops
Kandelia
Rhiz:ophora
Sonneratia

,,
,a
e
a,
e

e
s

Minor Femnies
Acanthaceae
Bignoniaceae
Bombacaceae
Caesalpiniaceae
Ebenaceee
Euphorbiaceae
Lythracea
Meliaceae

Acan/hus
DoIichandrone

Camptostemon
Cynometra

Diospyros
E"coocana

Pemehis
AgJa'a
Xyiocatpus

MYrsinaceae
Myrtaceae
Pellicieiaceae
Plumbaginaceae
Plerldaceae
Rublaceae
Sterculiaceae

Aegiceras
Osborni"'PelJiciere
Aegial!1is
Acrosfjcl/m
Scyphiphora
Hen'teria

,,
,,
,,
z,
a,
,
z
a,
a

z

Mangroves also occur naturally along arid coastlines, notably the coasts of Pakistan, northern Am.:;:
!tie Arabian Peninsula, the west coast of Australia, and the northeastern coast of Brazil Mangroll'
communities in arid clImates are also floristically simple, and usually compdsing rlOlafively few speCie'
(zahran, 1977; Kenneally, 1982; Wells, 1983; Ansari, 1986).
The decrease in mangrove and associaled species with increasing latilude is generally attribute'
to the corresponding decrease in sea sulface or air temperatures (Saanger at al., 1977; Blasco, 1984
Tomlinson, 1986; ciosene- & Breckle, 1987), wherlOas the low florisfic diversity of arid coasts can bl
expjained at least partly in terms of differences in tolerance 10 sa~, water, and radiation strass betweer
species (Clough at aI., 1982; Ball 19&1; Ball at al., 1988, Loveiock & Clough, 1992; Lovelock al aI., 1992)
Tl1a minimum water temperature dUring the Winter is the most important factor regulating presence 0
absence of mangrove species.
Tempera/urlO, salinity and aridity, as reflected In IhE
precipitalion/evapotranspiration ratio (PIETj, appear to be key environmental factors influencing lhe growt~
and survival of Individual mangrove species along enVironmental grn:liants (Blasco, 1984). However, u
should be noted that lhe present distribution of mangrove Spedes may also be related to the direcllon 0'
prevailing nearshore o,cean currents for propagule dispersal.

3.4.

FAUNA IN MANGROVE ECOSYSTEMS

Mangrove ecosystems support large popUlations of animals from many laxa olthe animal kingdom,
",nging from profuzoans to mammals, This diversity is illuslrated in the many publications on mangroves
describing the distribution and sburdance of mangrove macro-fauna (e,g. BerT)', 1964: Sasekumar, 1974;
Frilh at aI., 1976: Hutchings /I.. Recher, 1981), In comparison to mangrove plants, however, the mangrove
fauna has been poorly studied, with tile exception of Ihe most prominent groupe, especially Ihe larger
crustaceans and IIDlluscs (\Namer, 1967; Berry. 1975; Malley, 1977: Houlihan, 1979; Aveline, 1980; Hong
& Chin, 1983; Santhakumaran, 1983; Jones, 1984; Macintosh, 1988; MICheli et aI., 1991), and more
recently, mangrove insects (Murphy, 1990a,b: Macintosh et al., 1991). An example of Scylla serrata, a
mangrove Cfab is shown in Figure 3.
An indication of the numbers of mangrove-.associaled animals according 10 taxa is given by IUCN
(1983) and summarized 'in Table 3. Mangroves are the primary habitat of most of these species, even
though they also occur in other habitats or migrate inlo and out of mangrove systems. 1]16 resident
mangrove fauna also consists of many animal taxa and species, bul certain groups show a hisjl level of
adaptation to mangrove conditions and tend to dominate numerically. These groups inclUde particulMy
intertidal crustaceans and molluscs (Malley, 1977; Santhakumaran, 1983; Si9urdsson & Sundari, 1990),
various insect families (Murphy, 1990a) and a number of other highly adapted species of diverse origin
(Berry, 1972; Milward, 1982).
The dislinctlon between animats which are wholty dependent, permanent residents of mangrmre
ecosystems, and others which are only opportunist vis~ors is still debated by zooioglsts who argue over
What constitules the true fauna of mangroll'3s. However it is important 10 meke this dlslinction In the conlext
01 lhe impact of climatic change on mangroves because lhe temporary, or v)siling, spec',es have Ihe
potential to respond to environmental changes differently to the resident fauna. The logical assumption Is
that the degree of impact on each animal species resulling from dimatlc chenge on mangroves wm increase
in reencn fu its degree 01 dependency on !tie mangrove acosystem.
A third faunal group in mangrove ecosystems, about which very little 15 known, is lhesoil melofaumi,
defined as organisms in the size range from 53 to 1000 urn. Th',s poorly sludied community consists Of
many taxa, bul nematodes. copepods, and protozoans tend 10 be most widely distributed and abundant:
Numerically, nematodes dominate the meiofauna of intertidal sediments in mangrove systems, constitl'ting
from 80% 10 mGrethan 00% of the meiofauna community (Sasekumar, 1981; Chand<asekhara Rae & Misra,
1983; Hedda & Nicholas, 1985), Meiolaunal densities In mangrove sediments are high"",l in the surface
iayer (0--5 em), but values vary considerably bolh betw<len locations and al the micro·habitat level.
Tl1e ffffl ecological studies reported on the mangrove meiofauna indicate the great importance of
this faunal assemblage in the conversion of mangrove primary produclion to detr~us (SUbrahmanian et aI.•
1984) and as a food ~'lLl"'" f.." th= "'~n" "'~M~"~ M' __'_ ... ~;-~ - - - '
.

mang""'" soil microbial populations. Some of the most abundant intertidal mangrove deposit feeders.
including 17abs and mangrO\le mudskippers (Boleophthalmus and seerteeee sPP.), are reported to consume
large quanUlies of meiofauna, as do mangrove associated penaeid shrimps and a number of fish speoies
(Chong. 1977; Sasekumar, 1981). Given the signif"",nce of the meiofauna in tha detritus-based food web
of the mangrove ecosystem. it ;s dearly important also to try to predict the potential impact of climate
chenge on this produotive benthic community.

flgu.... 3: The mangrove crab, Scylla serrata, caught in a simple trap (Photo D.J. Macintosh).

Table 3
Numl:>er of animal species recorded in mangrove systems in four geographicat regions: A~Asia,
B=Oceania, C=eest coast of Amencas: and D=east coast of Afrfca and tll" Middle East
(modiflE!d from IUCN. 1983),

Animal Taxa

A

Protozoa
Bryozoa
Coelenterata-Ctenophora
Non-polychaete worms
Polyct1aeta
Crustacea
Insecta-Arachnida
Mollusca
Echinodermata
Ascidia
Pisces
Reptilia
Amphibia
Avee
Mammalia
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EXPECTED CLIMATE CHANGE

Many reports have been published which address the question of global climate c!lange (GCC) that
might arise as a result of the activities of man and which examine the possible effects, tn particular the
tollowlnq three publications have' addressed these ·issues in great detait: IPCC (tntergovernmentai Panei
on Ctimate Change) Climate Change: The tPPC Scientific Assessment. (1990a); tPCC Climate Change: The
lPCG tmpacts Assessment (1990bj; lPCC Climate Change: The IPee Response Strategies (1991). This
review will not attempt to reiterate the extensive discussion that exists on the relatively short term changes
to the global climate that are likeiy to resuR from the actiVities of man. It will try to summarise the key
predictions and then examine what these may imply for the future of mangrove ecosystems.
Gtobal climate has large ~aturat variability at alt time and space sceles. It is known from geological
records that the recurrent variation in the eccerwcity of the earth's ellipbcal orb~ around the sun causes
0.2% ""riation in the amount of solar radiation intercepted bythe earth with a period of some 100,000 years,
The minimum of thiS cycle is known to resu~ in the towering of the' gtObat. mean temperature and to prod"""
the phenomenon of a glacial period. These ""riations. of ctimate on a geotogicat time scale are not our main
concern but a knowledge of the effeels may give guidance as. to what to expect if significant climate
changes OcCur on a muct1 shorter time scate.
tt is known that global warming can bo caused by green-house sases. These are gases which can
absorb infra-red radiation. The absorption of longwave thermat radiation in the atmosphere, thus preventing
_ _ the escape of thermal energy, causes the temperature of the atmospr"re to rise markedly. The naturat
presence ofthese gas.es Causes the earth to be werrner than it would be othe""ise. The main green·t>quSe
gases are carbon dioXide, methane, nitrous OXide, and chlorofiuorocarbons (CFcsj, The oommend.ment
of the industrial revolution tead to grest amounts of fossit fuel being combusted and the subsequent
discharge of large amounts of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. Since then the activities of man have been
oontinuously eievaflng the concentration of green-house gases in the atmosphere. Table 4 summarizes the

lhe atmospheric carbon dioxide conoentration in 1990 wes 353ppmv. which Is about 25% greater
than the pre-industnal (1750-1 BOO) value 01 about 280ppmv, and hIgher than at any time in the last 160.000
year!;. carton dioxide concentration is currentiy rising at abOLJ! 1.8 ppmv (0.5%) per year due to
anthropogenic emissions. It has been estimated that atmospheric carbon dioxide concentra~on wpllncrease
to 840 ppmv by the year 2100.
It has been estimated that average giobal warming has been between 0.3°C and O.B·C since the
iate nineteenth cenlury, The temperature rocord shows signifLCant differences between the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres. It has further been estimated that the rate of increase of global mean temperature
during the next century will be 0,3°C per decade w~h an uncertainly of 0.2"C to 0.5°C per decade. This
Will result in a likely increase in global mean lemp<>rature of about --c eeoe the present value by 2025 and
3°C before the end of the nexl century This estimate is based On the assumption that present rates of
emission continue but makes allowances for population expansion and continued economic growth, It may
be considered to be a worst case sC<!nario. It is interesting to note.estimates that in the tropics the warming
will be both smaller and vary littte with season. The reaSOn is that the saturation vapour pressure of water
varies non-linearly with temperature, so that at higher temperatures proportionally mare onne Increase in
radtatlve heating of tile surface is used 10 inorease evaporation rather than to increase surface ternpereture.
The effect 01 climale Change in coastal areas is still Very speculative (Holligan, 1990; Alusa &
Ogallo, 1992). However, the main coastal impacts are I'ke~ to be due to (a) sea-level lise as a resull or
eustatic sea-level rl~e and loeal·Of regional processes resi>Onsible' for sea_level change between sites; (b)
changing hydrological regimes (rainfall, evapotranspiration, runoff, salinity); (C) changes in coastal oceanatmosphere climate (waves, Winds, currents); and (d) increase in tropical storm frequency, magnitude, and
occurrence. Each of these effects will display great local valiabilily, and theretore local measurement
programmes will be required 10 document and understand current glotial change (iOC, 1991; Kjerfve sl ill..
1991). Only then will it be f>Ossible to pre<:lict with eonF<dence coasta.l'impacts associated wilh future climate
chaflije.
Table 4
Globai man-induced conditions expected at the end of the next century as a result or the iPCC
"business-as usual" scenario (IPCC, 1990a).

ceeon DiOXide
Methane
CFC·11
CFC-12
Nitrous Oxide
Global Mean Temperature

Current· Rate
of Change

1990

Atmospheric Greenhouse Gass..a

'"
'"
'"'
'"

1.72

ppnlV
ppmv
pptv
pptv
,,~

+0.5. %yr'
%yr'
+4.0 %yr'
+4.0 %yr'
+0.25 %yr '

-os

-o.a-caecece

2100

"",
'" "W
Po"
'"

ppnw
ppmv

1400

ppbv

+3,O'C

(uncertainty: O,2-05'Cldecade)
surfaces warm more
rapidly than aceens)

(~nd

Global Mean Sea Level
(mainly due to thermal
expansion and melting
-, ---,-~,

,---

+6,0 em/deGade
(uncertainly: 3·10 em/deCade)

+<10.0 cm

There Is no consistent global trend w~h respect to tropical and subtropical hydrology and ocean
dmate changes, but local sea level is ~keIy to rise in many coastal locations, aKhough not necessarily
everywhere. Allhough rising sea leval will result in the melling of small and large glaciers, only minor effects
on the ice caps are expected to OCCUr (Peltier & Tushingham, 1989: Stewart at al., 1990). DUring the past
century, eustatic sea level rose 0.15 m (National Research council, 1990: Stewart et aI., 1990). Predictions
Qf global sea-level rise as high as 4.5 m during the next century have been suggested (Barth & Titus, 1984),
but the best estimate of global sea..Jevel rise is from 06 to 1,Om during the next 100 years (Stewart et ai"
1990: Houghton et al., 1990).
The absolute vertical rise in global water level is related to climatic wanning, but iI is the change
in sea lavel rolatrve to land level locally that is measured by lide and water level gauges, and therefore must
be analyzed and Interpreted, (Pugh, 1987; Stewart f1f ..I.. 1990: National Research Council, 1990). Relative
sea-Jevel change is the combined effect of eustatic see-eve: rise and local-regional effects due to (a) large
tectonic processes (shift In centre of gravily of earth, sliglt deepening of ocean baslns, warping of
conhnental margins, isostatic rebound, and other effects): (b) anthropogenic aclivities (e.9. extraction of
ground water and hydrocarbon deposits, or changes tn sedimentation patterns as a result of dam
construclion and other coaster developments): and (e) changes in the patterns 01 ocean-atmospher<:
dynamics along d'rfferent coasls (Stewart at al., 1990; KJertve. 1991),

8Ca'7

If global average temperatures rise !he evaporation of water from land and water surfaces will rise.
Most recent revews 01 experimenls with general clrC:Ulation models (Gleick. 1992) suggest that global
average precipitation may increase by 3-15% for a build_up of greenhouse gases equivalent to a doubling
01 the pre-industrial concentration of atmospheric carbon dKlXide. The grealer the wannlng the larger the
e~pected precipitation increases. All models predict a greater precipitation in the tropiGS throughout the
year. A warmer dimate is also nkely to result in more favourable conditions (or the fonnation of tropical
storms, Tropical stonns fonn where the sea surface temperature exceeds 26°C (Anthes, 1982), whieh is
likely to be the case over iarger oceen areas and for longer periods each year as compared to the present
situation. As a reSUlt, tropical storms might be expected (a) more trequenffy. (b) In coastal areas where
tropical storms currenlly do not exist Orare rare, and (c) which on average have a greater magnttude than
at present (Syflfa, 1986: UNEPAJNESCO, 1992a) However, globai (climate) circulation models (GCMs)
fail to yield consistent indications of the frequency and intensity of tropical storms as the climate warms
(Houghton <It aJ" 1990).. Nevertheless. the synerg'lstic effect between sea~evel rise and stonns is likely to
be the predominant way in which rising sea level locally will have the greatest impact on coastal areas.
Areas not previously affected may suddenly become inundated by sea water dUring stonns, causing salt
water to baoome trapped in depressions, irreversibly prompting soil and vegetation ~hanges (Stewart et IJI.,
1990: Kjerfve at al.. 1991) Principally, It is in this manner that relative sea-level rise will Impact coastal
areas episodicaUy, sometimes with catastropnc results, as the marine systems invade adia~ent terrestrial
ecosystems,
As global climate change occurs. most coastal sites. including mangrove coasts, are likely to
experience relative sea--level rise, ~hanging regimes with respect to precipitation, hydrology and oceanatmosphere efIecIs, and frequent and more destruclive impacts by storms. Since these processes and
Impacts wiII vary greatly between ~oasts, any monitoring programme to be implemented must necessarily
be conducted at many and diverse sites, representing different geographi~al areas.

5.

EFFECT OF RELATIVE SEA-LEVEL RISE

In the face of risin9 sea level, mangroves will relreat larKIwarrl lIthe width and Ihe gradient 01(he
intertidal area remains mOre or less constant, there is unlikely to be a contraction in the area at mangroves,
unless the rise In sea level cccers at a rate that exceeds the capacity of mangroves to migrate landward.
However, where the landward margins are already at the boundary of steeply elevated land or barriers
constructed by man, there c:ertainly will be constraints on inland migration of mangroves (Kjerfv& 6/ aI.,
1991).

5.1

ERDSION WITH SEA.-l.EVEL RiSE

increase of the global erosion pattern (Hanson & Linth, 1993). Accelerated coastal erosion is kI10wn to be
associated WITh rising sea level (Stewart, lOt aI., 1990). Increased efficiency of wave erosion with a l1igl1er
sea level causes lemoval of sediment from tile upper part of tile tidal spectrum and depasitlon in tile lower
part (Bruun, 1962: Committee on Engineering Implications of CI1anges in Relative Mean Sea Level, 1987).
This phenomenon is expeeled to causa significant beam erosion problems if predicted sea-level rise occurs
(Leathennan. 1989: Gomitz, 1991). COastal sedimenlary systems of finer grain size tl1an beach sediment,
sucl1 as sail marshes and mangrove swamps, could be expecle1J to show a more sensitive response
It l1as been shown from Bermuda that mangrove sediments are subject to erosion with rising sea
level, WITh removal of mangrove substrate (above MSL) and wilh SOme deposition subtidally offshore of the
mangroves (Ellison, 1992 & 1993). Sheet erosion occurs at the peat sUrface, indicated by a 20 to 25 em
Iffference between the peat level aboVe a small clift: and the former peat surface as indicated t>y exposed
horizontal roots of Avicennia. Then as toses recede and loosen the sediment. more rapid erosion oc<:Urs
to form a 40-45 em small cliff.
Erosion patterns in mangroves in N W Alistra;;a have been described by Semeniuk (1980) showing
reverse succession as elevation declines. The effect of sheet erosion on mangrove zonation was migration
of seaward mangroves into more landward zOneS. The effect of c1iffing on mangrove zonation was loss of
Ihe seaward zone, leading to truncated zonation and narrow fringes
Mangrove soils are mostly anaerobic and metabolism is driven' by sulfate reduction. Erosion along
ltle seaward margins of mangrove systems will expose mangrove soils, which previously were located
further away from Ihe margins, and lhus were more reduced (lower E h ) and less productive compared to
mare oxidized creekbanks or shore face environments
This in tum may lead to greater vegetation
productivity Greater productivity eventually leads to greater rates of decampas~ion, and thus sulfate
reduction, and/or greater rates of carbon bu~al. Overall, the mast likely outcome <s to transform that part
of the mangro~e sail system that was Characterized by low productivity, reduced sails, and sluggish sulfur
cycle, to one which is more productive, better OXidized, and ln. whict\· lt1e s~lfur cycle is mare rapid
The impact on soil.acidili'-- ~l'Hl-' by erosiorr-ii:lduce<f oxidation ofltlrmerly reduced sediments depends
an__ the· iRterplay' between. fl:1e· rat", of py<i!e. oxidation, the rate of removal of acidITy by drainage, and the
bJJlfeling; "",*,dly 0.1 pore water and se<fiments ~Gal'dner lOt aI., 1988; Gardner, 1990). The rate of pyrite
QlliOOlii:m: is. fur loe, mast part limited by the tf<msport of oxygen into Ihe sediment. In sea water, alkalinity
exceeds dissolved' oxygen by about a factor of ten. ThUS, IT oxygen transport is oue solely to advection of
sea waler into the sediments (by burial and infiltration to replace water loss by transpiration and seepage),
pyrite oxidation will not significantly lower the pH Thus, substantial lowering of pH by pyrite oxidation
requires suhstantial advection of air into the sediments by biotUrbation, desiccation. and/or root transport.
These processes are difficult to quantify. Also, organic malter OXidation competes with pyrite es a sink for
oxygen that enters the sediments. Thus, in Ihe absence of abnormal advection of air into mangrove
sediments. substantial lowering of pH is unlikely. In the absence Of substantial pH lowering, mobilization
of trae<! metals is unlikely, especially if sulfate reduction is stl.lI eble to produce measurable concentrations
of dissDlved sulfide.
The s,1ualion that may pertain after a significant rise in sea level is difficull to predict lllere is
eoidence from the Mahakam delta, Kalimanlan, Indonesia (ClIratini & lissal, 1988) that during the Ea~y
Holocene, tne pace of the lise in the Sea level had been higher than the rate of sedimentatioo The sealevel lise could be easily followed through the palynological contenls of the sediments since the rise reSUlted
in a shffi:ing of the shoreline lowards land and in the suhsequent landward pro9ression of ·lhe mangrove
vegetation. The successkm of palynological assemblages was entirely compatible with the present day
vegetation zonation of the delta,
In the Manhakam delta, during the highstand sea level olthe Late Holocene, a seaward shffi:cfthe
vegetation zone otXurred due to the high sediment supply and the resulting aggradation. Subsidence was
also acti"e during tllis period. The ge<>morphological evolulion results from. a combination of these tactors.
"
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5.2

BIOGEOCHEMICAL IMPLICATIONS

Several biogeoGhemical precess occurring in mangroves will be affected by see-level changes.
Changes in the prooosses inVQ!ving either the Carbon cycle or nutrients, would probably have the most
impact On the mangrove eoosystems and adjacent ecosystems which are linked to mangroves through these
cydes (Kjerfve and Lacerde, 1992; Snedaker and Sywa, 1987; Vicente, 1989)
Mangroves extend over some 75% of tropical and SUb-tropical shores Mean annuat Carbon
production in mangroves is highly variable depending on diverse envkonmental variables, however over
80% of global carbon production from the mangroves occurs close to the Equator, between laliludes 10"N
and 10 0 S (TWilley "t al., 1992), Annual production typically ranges from 1.0 to 8.0 tC,h,,". In general export
of mangrove carbon to coastal areas ranges from 10% to 40% depending on forest structure and tidal
regime. A part of the production is locally consumed by mangrove dwelling animals (from 1% to 25%) while
most of the production is generallY accumulated in mangrove sediments (up to 60% olthe total production).
The total amount 01 carton globally accumulated in mangroves is relatively small, when Gompared
to oth..r tropical ecosystems SlIGh as the tropical rain forest (Twillay et aI., 1992), However, Carbon burial
rales may reaGh up to 35Ml. y'-' globally (Lacerda et ai, 1991), this amount is important when compared
10Ihe total amount of terrestrial Carbon believed to lie bUried yea~y in coastal and de~aic sediments (circa
180 Mt, Bem"r (19B2)), Although the mangrove area is small relative to the totat global forestod area, it is
localed In a key part of tile oceans, the tropical shaltow seas, where the most complex steps of the Carbon,
nutrients and trace substances cycles occur and where most of the organic Carbon in Ihe sea is deposited
and accumulated (Deuser, 1988!.
Mangrove sediments are typically composed of fine clays rich in organic matler. Semi-penn8nent
flooding reduces oxygen diffusion through the sediment resulting in an anoxic sadimenta!y environment
Therefore the melabolism of mangrove sedimenls is anaerobic, basad on the reduction of sulphate by
bacteria. Under such conditions, organic matter is only partially degroo ed and an accumulation of orgon)c
compounds OCcUrs. Relatively high sedimenlation rates help in the burial of this p3rtially decomposed
organic matter which is then preserved (Lacerda and Rezende, 1990; Lynch 6t al., 1989).
Studies on the erosive capaCity of tides have been conducted Oller 3 years at the Itacurussa
Experimental Forest, a small, 4.0 ha Rhizophora fringe forests located in SE Brazil (La!. 23"S) (Rezende
et al., 1990; Lacarda et er., 1991). Mass balances based On different tidal cycles showed that spring lides
when aS50ciated with cold fronts, are'able to erode sediments deposited on the forest
There is a significant, exponential relationship between tidal amplitUde, flooded area and Ihe quantity
of organic matter erOded and transported from the forest. Since the relalionship is exponential, minor
'Increases )n fldal amplitude which is a most probabte effect of retative sea-Ievei rise (RSLR), will have little
effect at lower tidal amptitudes. but will significantly increase erosion during high tidal amplitudes, In
particular during st<lrm events. Therefore a net erosive pallem is expected,
Mangroves are open syslems that use marine and terreslrially derived CO, to support high rates
of primary prcoucnon. A s)gn,fkant proport'lon (- 40%) of)l is ultimately transferred back to the environment
via titler fall. Balance stud,es carried on in marry mangrove siles worldwide, have shown that most litter fall
Is trapped and eventually buried in mangrove sediments. Stable Isotopes studies have confirmed that nearly
100% of sediment carbon in mangroves originates in the mangrove biorrass itse~, This Carbon can be
accumulated and reaches very high concen!r<ltions (up to 20% d.w,) (Risk end Rhodes, 1985), therefore,
when erosion of sediments occurs, large amounts of cartlon can be als~ exported to the adjacent coa.rnl
areas. Since a proportion of this carbon still has great oxidizable capability, large consumption of oxygen
is expected when Ihis eroded material reached Ihe oxygen rich coastal waters (Emeis, 1987). Evidence
of such effects has been found in the sedimentary record of Goastal seas worldwide (Haake, 1987; Emeis,
199U; Neev and Eme!y, 1990; Willwock, 1987). Theoretical modelling 01 past RSLR events predicted
eutrophication of coastal waters (Erneis, 1987).

due to RSlR, will probably reSult In Increasing nitrification, leading to nitrate enrichment of outwelling waters
and therefore causing eutrophication of coastal waters
.
Finally, another group of elements of eflvironmental importance, the trace metals, may also change
theIr biogeochem,cal fate depending on RSlR. Most trace metals, in particular the more loxic Hg, Pb, Cd,
Zn and CU, accumulate to r;gh concentrations in mangrove sediments, \\11ere they are immobilized as
insoiuble sulfides which are non-avajlable to biological uptake (Lacerda and Abrao 19M: Harbinson, 1984;
1986). However, upon oxidation of weters and sedimellts, most of the recently formed metal sUlfK.!es
dissociate, liberating trace metals to solLrtion where they attain their maximum bio-availabnity (Lacerda et
al., 1988), Therefore under the expected (xm<litions created by RSLR, where pulses of oxida~on-erosion
forces are expected, acute release of accumulated trace metals may occur threatening mangrove and other
coastal food chains.
The expected impact upon biogeochemical reeclions of mangrove ecosystems due to RSLR is
difficult to predicl There is a need 10 monitor such process along erosive coasts so that the full impact can
be estimated.

5.3

RELATIVE SEA-LEVEL CHANGE AND GEOMORPHIC SETTING

Mangroves occurring in carbonate settings are 111<e1y to be Ihe most wlnerable to a rise in relative
sea level. Carbonate settings are USUally associated with oceanic islands and coral atolls where
physiographic condttions may limtt the landward progression of mangroves as relative sea-level rises.
Furthermore, sedimentation in carbonate settings is predominantly autochthonous and less likely to keep
pace With sea-Ievei rise than that in river-dominated systems which receive large volumes 01 allochthonous
sediments from UPland catchments (Woodrolfe, 1990).
Stratigraphic records from a number ot islandS in the Caribbean and Pacino (some 01 which have
carbonate settings) (see Table 1) suggest that tt1e mangroves there had diffiCUlty in keeping pace wtth Ihe
changes in sea level thaI occurred du~ng the Quaternary period (Ellison & StOddart, 1991). On the basis
of these records and data from other sites, Ellison & Stoddart (1991) concluded that "_ in the absence of
s;gnificant aliochthonous sediment input, mangrove ,,,;osystems appear to be able to keep pace with a riSing
sea level of 8-9 cm par 100 calendar years, are under stress at rates between 9 and 12 cm per 100
calendar years, and cannol persist in their expansive mode at rates ebove this." However, it should be
noted that carbonate settings are not fully representative of the majority of mangrove ecosyslems.
Tlde-domlnated systems are usually cheracterized by a large tidal range (Woudrolfe, 1990). In
macrotidal estuaries, tidal intluences often over-ride the riverine influences, and vertical accretion w~hin the
mangrove ecosystem is due chiefly 10 Matly-<Jriven reworkirg and transport of merine sediments.
Woodroffe (1990) gives several examples of such tide-dominated systems in northern Australia, The rate
of accretion will be approXimately commensurate with local sea-level. rise, as long as adjacent waters have
sufficient sediment sources, The explanation for this Is naturat trapping or filtering of sediments, Currents
loose !he capacity for sediment transport as water velocities are decreased by mangrove prop roots. other
vegetation, and shallow water depths (WolanskI. at al., 1980). The evolution of these estuarine plains in
northern Australia appears to have taken place in three phases. During Ihe period BOOO"6000 years SP,
when sea level rose by 12 m, there was an average annual rate or vertical. accretion of about 6 mm, and
mangrove v~getation kept pace w~h the. rise in sea level (Woodroffe, 1(90). Thi~ was followed by a big
swamp phase (6800-5300 years BP) during a pefOod of relative stability in sea level (Woodrolfe el aI, 1985).
Since that time, man9rove forests have become reduced in area.ae sediments built up to a level at which
tidal flooding ceased (Woodroffe, 1990).
With the presently predicted rate Ofrise i"sea level of 5 to 10 mm per year over the next 100 years,
It is posslbie that tll"" cycle wilt be repeated in northern Australia and in other tidally-dominated systems that
followed a similar pattern from 8000 years BP to present. In such settings re-establishment and expansion
of mangroves on formerly tidal floodpiains might be expected.
River-domInated deltaic environments are characlerlzed
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significant cJ1ange in rainfall patterns in Ihe catchment!; ,',I .ver-domlnated seWngs, it seems likely that
ve.1ical accretion of sedIment will keep pace w',th Ihe predicted rate of rise in sea ievel, or at least will
reduce the rate at which mangroves contract in such settings.
The stratigraphic record 01 the impact 01 past sea~evel changes on the extent ana zonation of
mangrove ecosystems suggests that sedimentation rates in some geomorphic sellings have kepi pace with
changes in sea level for an apprecJable time. Under such condftions, there has been minimal disruption to
mangrove ecosystems, while in 0"1_'r settings the rate of paslrises In sea level have OUl5tripped sediment
accretion, leading to major disruption 0' mangrove ecosystems. There is, however. much uncertainty about
the extenlto which the impact ofa fuiwe rise in sea level on mangrove ecOSystem5 can be predicted from
pest slratigra;:ilic records. Inferences based on past records assume ~hat geomorphic settings, tidal
regimes, rainfall pallerns, catchment hydrology and fluvial inputs have remained largely unchanged OVer
the pa5t 6000 years (Coleman el al., 1970), and will not be modified perceptibly In the future by human
actlvities.
It i5 likely that mangrove ecosY5tems on small islandS would be severely'dl5rupted by a local rise
In eustatic sea level, but it is diffiCUlt to predicl the impact on mangrove ecosystems along continental
5horelines. However, the synergistic effect between 10",,1 rising sea level and epJ5adic storm impacts is
likely to be particularly de5tructlve to low island mangrove systems (Stoddart, 1965, 1969, 1974).

6.

RESPONSE OF MANGROVE FLORA TO CLIMATE CHANGE
6.1.

TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND FLORA DISTRIBUTiON

The present latitudinal extremes for the dl5tribution 01 mangroves correspond well with an average
minimum sea-surface temperature of 24°C, although minimum sea temperatures may be somewhat lower
lhan these average values for part of the year (Tomlinson, 1986). Average minimum air temperatores at
these extremes are mld1 lower. Only a few stWfles have been pUblished on the lower temperature
threshold for individual mangrove species. McMillan (1971) and Markley el e/. (1982) reported marked
genotypic variability andlor phenolypic plastic~y in survival and growth of several mangrove 5pecies at low
temperatures.
In principle, ~ is reasonable to expect thai a rise in mean r&gional sea-surface or air temperatorea
(or both) might lead to the progressjon or some species of mangroves to higher latitudes, provided thai Ihe
direction of prevailing ocean currents favours dispersal of the propaqules. Extension of the latitudinal range
of mangrove spocies is likely only In region5 where temperatures rise by more than several degrees, and
even then will take SOme time (perhap5 three Or four decade5) 10 become evident
6.2.

TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND MANGROVE PHENOLOGY

The reproductlve and vegetative phenology of mangroves shows marked geographic and
intraspecific variation, In environments with a distinctly seasonal climate, flowering and growth allen appear
to be correlated with the onset ot warmer summer temperatures andlor monsoons, but such correlation is
sorreemee confused by irregUlar~ies for which there is yet no consistent explanation {Gill & Tomlinson,
1969: Christensen & Wium-Anderson, 1977; Tomlinson 9i aI., 1979; Witliams e/al., 1981, Duke elal.• 1981,
1964; Saenger, 1982; Saenger & Move<1ey, 1985; Tomf,nson. 1986). In the hum'ld tropics. however,
flowering ofRhizophora spp. generally OCcurs all the year round (Chai, 1982; Macintosh al aI., 1991). Many
of these studies have been confined 10 the genus Rhizophora and relatively lillie information is availabl",
torother genera, Furthermore, Ihe environmental and endogenous IrigglMS that inltiale flowering and flushes
of vegetative growth in mangroves are not well und",rslood.
In all but the most extreme enviro~rnents, most mangrove species flower annualty. Wind, insects,
birds and bats are the main polr.n~';ng agents (Saenger, 1982). Several studies' have reported a high
mortality alflower buds in the family Rhizopharaceae. in some cases with less than 10% of the buds
prodUcing mature propagules (Gill & Tomlinson, 1971; Christensen & Wrum-Anderson, 1977: MocintoSh et

Figure 4: Rhrzophora viviparous propagules, East Kalimantan, Indonesia
(Photo D.J. Macilltosh).

Since little is known about the I'nvironmenlal and endogenous factols influencing Ihe phenology
of mangroves, it is difficull to predict the effect of an ir,crea~e in air temperature on their reproductive
capacity. In general, an increase In air t.. mperatu~e ot less th",n 1"e seems unlikely to have an adverse
effect on the production of flower buds or tlower set, but it may ~hange existing seasonal patterns in the
reproduchve sequence and alter the length of time between flowering and the fall of mature _propagules
Climatic ctlanges that aff~ct mangrove pollinating agents will clea~y have some impact on the
proportion of flower buds that art' pollin~ted_ Flirthl'rmore, where th~ ciimatlc cha~ges increase the risK of
attacK on the developing propagules, higher levels of pre-dispersal mo,-tality are likely, The addilive or
synergislic effects of such changes could limit the reprcduction of ma~grl>Ves. An example j)f Rhizophors
propagules is shown In Figure 4.
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6.3.

.

TEMPERATURE CHANGE, PRODUCTfVrr( AND GROWTli

Temperature affects the rate 01metabonc precesses in mangroves. The rates of many physiological
processes at first increase wtth temperature up to an optimum temperature Ieve!, and thereafter decrease
W'itll further thermal increase above this optimum. For other processes, respiration lor example, the rate
increases with temperature unfit an upper threshold is reached, beyond which permanent damage or death
occurs. Temperature optima, and the lower and upper temflerature thresholds. are known for only a few
processes in a small number of mangrove species. \l\lhat is MOWn relates almost entirel\' to. the leaveS",
almost nothing is known of temperature responses in mangrove rools, Apart from the effect of temperature
on photosynthesis, water loss and the water balance of mangroves. it Is possible only to make broad
generalizations about the effect 01 changes In temperature on the productlllJty and growth of mangroves.
based largely OIl intonnation available from studies on other plant species.
Since satumled soils and large water mass<ss, such as the oceans, have a large heat capadl\',
diumal and seasonal varlations in soil temperature are substantially smaller than those of air temperature,
except in cases where the plant canopy is poody developed and the sol sUrface is exposed direc!ly to the
sun, It is therefore unlikely that soil temperature in mangrove areas wll reach the upper threshold beyond
which death occurs, even with a rate of global warming much greater than that predicted. However. Msing
temperature Is likely to lead to increased rates of root respi",tion and increased rates 01 root growth and
turnover (Burchett &I aI., 1984). In some cases, mot respiratiOil and root turnover together account for up
to approximately 60% of the total carbon fixed In photosynlt>i!si!; (Clough, 1992). Consequentiy. even a
small increase In ee rates of these processes as a resutt of rising temperature will lead to a significant
reduction in growth.
In the mangrove canopy it is plant temperature (of the teal Or stem), rather than air temperature,
lIlat is the crmeal factor in terme of canopy processes and gruwth, During the daytime, interception of solar
radiation by leaves causes thetr temperature to rise significantly (10"C or more) above ambient air
temperature (Clough el al., 1982) A rise in globai temperature will therefore increase the baselino
temperature above which leaf temperature rises Oil exposure to sunlight. Elevated leaf temperatures
increase the fate of respiration. They also increase photosynthesis at temperatures below the optimum for
photosynthesis (28_32"C in mangroves), but an increase in leaf temperature above about 32--35·C resulls
in a dramatic reduction in photosynthesis which falls to near zero at a teaf temperature of 38-40·C (Andrews
et al., 1984: Andrews & Muller, 1985).
At night, mangrove leaf temperature is highly dependent on air temperature. Nfght-time leal
temperatures are usualI\' well below the maximum temperature limit for leaf metabolism. Increases in nighttime temperature, will lead to increased rates of dark respiration, both in reeves and woody tissues.
unfortunately, few dala exist tor rates of respiration 01 the WOody above-ground parts of mangrove
trees. For leaves, respiratory losses overnight are an order ot magnitude lower than those of the roots.
Thus the effect olchanges in air temperature on canopy respiration can be expected to be small compared
to the effect 01 changes in soil temperature on mol respiration and turnover
6.4.

TEMPERATURE CHANGE, MtCROBIAL ACTIVtTY AND NUTRIENT
CYCLING

Mangrove ecosystems contain large microbial populations that are intimately invofved in detrital
decomposition and nutrient recycling (Alongi, 1989). NumerIcally, bacteria reprasert the largest fraction of
the microbial popula~on in mangrove sediments. Meiofauna communities are also 'abundant in mangrove
soils.
WIth an adequate supply 01 organic carton as a substrate, bacterial metabolic and growth rates
shoukl increas8 with temperature, The limited field data available, however, indioate considerable interestuary variation in seasonal patterns 01 bacterial numbers and oftlleir metabolic and growth rates. Alongi
(1987a. 1988a.b) reported significantiy higher bacterial counts in winter than in summer for estuaries in
monsoonal climates in north_easlem Austraija, whereas there wes no pronounCed seasonality in' bacterial

densities in the wet tropics during the summer, bacterial productivity was generally higher, and bacterial
growth ,ates were up to four times faster in ti,e summer than in Winter (Alongi, 1988a).
These observations suggest that an increase in sediment tamperature will lead to increased rates
of nutrient rocyc~rg and regeneration in mangrove ecosystems. The magnitude and rate of increase in
sediment temperature is likely to be of the sam" order as that at sea surface temperature. The long-term
effect on microbial acti\lity and nutrient cycling is diFficull to predict,
6.5,

SOLAR RADIATION CHANGE AND MANGROVE FLORA

On an average clear sunny day the earth's surface receives a maximum of about 1000 W m~ of
short_wave solar radiation consisting of about 50% Visible light (400-700 nm) and 50% infrared (IR) radiation
(Monteith, 1973). The flux density ot Ultraviolet radiation (UV < 400 nm) is a very small but biologically active
component of the shortwa~e spectrum. Cloud, dust. other particUiates, and various gases all absorb different
wavelengths in the shor!lva~e spectrum and therefore reduce the radialion flux density at tha earth's
surface. All thrae of these redeton bands are absorbed by plant foliage.

6.5. 1,

UV Radiat'bn

The flux of UV radiation on the earth is greatly reduced by absorption in the ozone layer of the
stratosphere and by scattering in the atmosphere. The chemical reaction of ozone With a number of gases
released in greater quantities by industrial and other human activities has led to the depletion at ozone in
the stratosphere, notably in the antarctic and temperate regions of the southern hemisphere, With a
consequent increase in the flux density of UV radiation reaching the surface of the earth (Peixoto & Oort,
1992).
High lavels of UV-B radialion (280-320 nm) have been found to depress photosynthesis and to
reduce plant growth (Caldwell. 1981; Te~ini & Teramura, 1989), the former response being attributed to
stomatal closure (Teramura ef al., 1983; Negash, 1987) and to effects on prolein synthesis and denaturation
(Slrid at at., 1990). A variety of cntical, biologically active molecules, including nUcleic acids, proteins
pigments and lipids, pre~rentially absorb UV-B radietion (Caldwell, 1981) thai converts them to unstable
states.
In many plant species, protection against the potentially damaging effects of UV-B radiation is
provided by natural UV absorbing compounds, mainly tannins or Phenolic compounds such as f1avones,
fla~onols, and esterified anthocyanins (Tevini at ai" 1991), Mangrove leaves conlain high levels of tannin
(Robertson, 1988; Lovebck, 1991). Recent work has shawn that exposure to UV radiation stimulates tha
synthesis at UV absorbing COmpo\Jnds in the lea~es of mangroves (Lo~elack, 1991), This is often
associated in mangroves with an increase in leaf succulence and Ihe extent to which this occurs scems to
be species dependent (Lovelock, 1991)
Howevar. it is slill not clear whether the capacity ta synthesize phenolic compounds Is sufficient
to a~oid damage from elevated le~els of UV-B radiation. Even if it is, gmwth is ne~erfueless likely 10 be
reducad at higher levels of UV_B radiation bacallSe of t~e greaier di~erslon of energy resources 10 the
synthesis of UV absorbing compounds.

6.5.2,

Visible Radiation

Interception and absorption of ~isible sol'lr radiation (400·700 nm) by plant leavas is essential for
photosynthetic carbon lixation. T~e maximum pholon flux density (PFD, 400-700 nm) at the earth's surface
on a clear sunny day is about 2500 mmol photons m" ground S", but depending on latitUde and tima of the
year seldom exceeds about 2200 mmol m" S·1 The rate ot photosynthesis in mangrove lea~e" is a linear
function ot PFD up to a PFD of about 200 mmol rrr s' and thereatter 5110WS a more or less hyperbollo
response to increasing PFD, commonly reaching a lighl-saturated maximum at about 600-800 mmol rn s"
or about 1/3 full sunlight, beyond which thare is no increase in photosynthetic r~te with further increase in
PFD (Moore (It ai, 1972; Moore 61 at" 1973, AtliwO! & Clough. 1980; Ball & Critchiey, 1982; Andrews (It al.,
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dissipation of this excess rad;ation lea·js t~ decoupling of the electron transpo-t chain of Photosystem II,
giving rise to a phenomenon known as photo-inhibition iBje"kman fit aI., 1988). In other sp6,~es, this "XC9SS
visible radiation appears to be dissipated relatively h~rmiessly through the xanhophyll eyr-Ie (LMelock &
Clough, 1a92),

653.

Infrared Radiation

Absorp:ion of infrared (IR) radiation lJy mangrove leaves in excess of that which e;m be dissipated
bl' radiative, convective and evaporative cooling causes leaf temperature to rise. In Mght sunshine, leaves
that are normal to the sun's rays may be up to 10"C warmer than the air around them and in extreme cases
mal reach temperatures or 40°C or more (Andrews et al" 1984; Andrews & Muller, 1.gA5). The optimum
leaf temperature for photosynthesis in mangroves appears to be in tile regicn Df 2B-32"C (Moor!'! et ai.,
1972: Moore of aI., 1973: Ciough et~l., 1982: Andrews es ei, 1984; Andrews & Muller, 1985) At higher ieaf
temperatures, photosynthetic capacity is greatly reduced, falling to close to zem at leaf tAmrer;ltlires of 3840°C (Andrews 01 J!.. 1984)
in a number of species, mainly members of the family Rh,zophoraceae, the mere exposed laaves
at tha top of the canopy are steeply incli~ad, while those in more shaded positicns Inwer in the canopy are
more horizontally disposed. This is clearly an important adaptadon to optimize absorption 01 sunlight by the
cancpy as a whole, while minimizing the absorptlon of potentially damaging ,"velS of 5018r radiat,on by
IBa'leS In mare exposed positions <It the top of the canopy (Clough et al., 1937: Andrews & Muller, 1985;
flail AI al., HlRB)
6.6.

HYDROLOGICAL CHANGE AND MANGROVE flORA

It is readiiy observed that mangroves growing in f.Arsi.,tBntly wet hl,mid dmates grow faster and
atlain greater stature than those in drier climates or in ~Iimates where there is a pronou~ced seasonality
These diflerences in .growth rate refled interactions iletwel'n ph:>tosynthetic CO, exchangE,
evapotrcreoratlco plant water stress, ar,d the MJilahility nf w~tl'r 'n thl' trees (Tom!i~son, 1986: GOUUh,
199?)
Snil water content and so;i salinity we majnr t~r.tor" inftuencing the w~ter status ot mangroves, For
those mangrove soils that are tidally inundated regul~rly ~nd thus waterlogged (perhaps the majority of
mangrove soils), soil water content per se is seldom a limiting factor However, for mangroves growing near
the landward margins, where Mal inundation is infrequent or irreguiar, the physical availabil'ty 0' water may
be limiting, thereby induGing plant water stress.
Mnst m~ngrove soils, en the other hand, have moderate tn h'gh snil salinit>es. All true mangrove
species possess physiological and morphoiogical adaptations that confer a degree at salt tolerance which
varies from one species to another (Clough et "I" 19B2: Saenger. 1 ~82; Popp, 1984a,b: Popp e! ai., 1984;
Clough. 1992). In saline, waterlogged sojls, the osmotic potential of the soil solution is the main component
of so,i wEier potential In the case of a soil with a salinity of se_'~ter, tilB so,i wa:er potentiat 1= osmotic
potential) is of the order of -2.5 MPa: this is the highest plant water potential that can be attained overnight
During the daytime, when water lass flDm the canopy generally exceeds water uptake, mangrove plant
water potenti~is fall to even more negative val~es, often as low as -5 MPa :Smith et aI., 1989: Gong et ~i,
1992.) It is assumed that in mangroves, as in other planl species, grow!l1 ts mu::h reduce<! by low p;anl
water potentials. This assumption is consistent with the response of mallgrove seedlings to salinity, ,n
which growth is reduced a~ soil salinities above about 20~pt (Cannor, . 969; Do,"n~on, 1982; Clough, 1984).
It is also consistenl with the much depressed rates of growth of natural mangrove forest in areas with high
soil satinity.
Evapotranspirution from mangrove c~nopies is driven by the vapour pressure difference (VPDJ
betNeen the leaves and the surrounding air which, in tum, Is influenced by leat temperature, ambient
temperature and relative humidity. Th" greater the difference between leaf' temperature and ambient
temperature, the greater the VPD; and the lower the relative humidity, the gre3ter the VPD. Many species
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direct blight sunshine), stomatal responses are usually not suffici<!nt to offset the effect of high VPD
(Andrews & Muller, 1985; Ball et ai" 1988), and the leaves co~tinue to lose waler at a rate faster than lt can
be supplied by the roots, leading to low tissue water pote~tials that reduce metabolic activity and growth
rales. As noled above, high soil salinities reduce the availability of water and e><acarbate this problem
(Clough elal, 1982; Ball & Farquhar, 1984a,b).
The effect of soil salinity and vapour pressure deficit on photosynthetic carbon fixation and water
loss by mangroves has been investigated by a number of authors, both in the laboratory (Ball & Farqullar,
1984a,b; Tsilemanis, 1990) and in the rLald (Andrews el ai" 1984; Andrews & Muller, 1985; ClOU9h & Sim.
1989; Smith et ai., 19891. Clough & Sim (1989), for example, found that rates of photosynthesis in 19
species of mangrove decreased more or less lineaMy with increasing soil-salinity and increasing leaf·ill-air
VPD. This condition was acoompanied by an increase in water use efficiency (Clough & Sim, 1989).
Mangroves have an unusually high water use effrciency for C3 plants (Clough at al., 1982; Andraws
at aI., 1984; Andrews & Muller, 1985; Ball, 1988; Ball al aI., 1988; Clough & Sim, 1989). This high water
use efficiency, which attests to the need to maintain an acceptab!e plant watar balance in a harsh
e~vironment, is achieved in part by morphotogical adaptations such as pubescent leaves and sunken Or
otherwise hidden stomata (Saenger, 1982; Clough et aI., 1982), In part by a canopy architecture that
minimiZes radiation loading on individual leaves (Andrews et aI., 1984; Andrews & MUller, 1985; Ball et al."
1988), and in part by close coordination between stomatal conductance and photosynthetic capacity (Clough
el al.. 1982; Andrews af aI., 1984; Andrews & Muller, 1965; Ball ef aI.., 1966; Clough & 8im, 1989;
Cileeseman at al., 1991). These are characteristics that would be expected of plants that are adaptad to
environments where water is in short supply and/or rates of water loss are high. Both tha morphological
adaptations to reduce water loss and the physiological responses to salinily and leaf-to--air VPD suggest
Ulal mangroves have adopted a general strate9Y of minimal walar use for a given carton gain.
Changes ;n local or regional c1imstic conditions that plsy a key role in infiuanclng waler toss and the
water balance of mangrove trees csn be expected to have a significant impact on their rate of growth.
Climatic changes that can be expected 10redu"" the rate of water loss from mangrove canopies and hence
impfUv~ plant water balsnce include; (s) an increase in the persistence of cloudy conditions (I.e cloud cover
for longer pe,ious), Wilich will reduce the leaf-to-air VPD and the precipitation/evapotranspiration ratio, with
Dr withool " cuncom;tsnt increase in precipitation; (b) a decrease in the amplitude of the wet and dl)'
seasons, which should re~ult in a more even distribution of both cloud cover and precipitation throughout
the year, particularly in areas wh~re there are now pronounced wet and dl)' seasons; and (cl an increase
in precipitation along presenUy drier coastlines. Conversely, climatic changes that can be expected to
increase rates of water loss from m~ngrove canopies and hence degrade plant water balance include: (a)
a decrease in cloudiness; (b1 more pron"unced sessonality; and (e) a decreese in precipitation.
In general, a more equitable dislribuiion of rainfall throughout the year in seasonally dry catchments
that drain into mangrove areas can be expected to reduce soil salinity, wilh a consequent improvemellt in
plant water oeraoce and growth rates. To same extent, however, th;s effect might be mOderated by intrusion
of sea water further into the mangrove area, should such climatic change also be accompanied by a rise
in reiative sea level.
6,7.

ATMOSPHERIC CO, CHANGE AND MANGROVE FLORA

A change In the atmospheric CO, level alters the net carbon balance of the plant by changing the
substrate resource but development of the plant will be determined principally by the rale modifier
temperafure and other controiling factors such JS enzyme activity and pllOtOpe.-iod It is therefore difficult
to generalise on the effect of changes of atmospheric CO, levels on plant development (Rawson 1992).
Tha question of whether photosynthe~c carbon nxaucn will be enhanced by increasing concerotratiQns of
atmospheric CO, depends largely on foo extent ta WhiCh photosyntilesis is limited 'by present atmospheric
CO, concentrations
There is some evidence that elevated CO, stimutates plant growlll at least in
agriCUltural plant species (Kimball 1963; Cure and Acock 1986) where most of the experiments have been
Gamed out with green house grown planls, Eamus & Jarvis (1989), in an extensive review, [eported some
enhancement of growth in juvenile trees and Drake (1992) reported a significant impact of enhanced
"'mn~nhpn~ r.n. "m ~ wpIl,mn mmmllnitv "f .edoes and orasses. Thouqh there is evidence that CO,

in below ground processes of forest ecosystems which tend to be nutrient and warer limited. At tile whole
plant level, carbon isotope composition data indicate species variation in regulation ot water loss w~h
respect to carbon gain The limired data suggest that not all specJes will respond similarly to elevated
atmospheric CO, levels.
In laboratory experiments under carefully controlled ambient conditions and a range of salinities, Ball
& Farquhar (1984a,b) analyzed tha steady-state CO, response Curves of two species of mangrove
(Aeglceras comiculatum and Avicennia marina) and found that the rate of photosynthesis was co-limited

by both stomatal coilJu=tance toCO, and tha internal effie·,eney of carboxylation involving the enzyme RuBP
carboxylase. In the two species used in their stUdy, the rate of photosynthesis increased linearly with
intercellular CO, partial pressure. The observed partial limitation of photosynthetic rate by stomatal
conductance implies that photosynthesis could bestimutated byelevated ambient co, concentrations, which
woutd lend 10 offset the drop in concentration across Ihe partially closed stomatal pores.
In other studies, carried out on mature trees ot Bruguiera parviflora, 8. gymnorrhiza, and RIl",ophma
apiculata in the fieid, it was tound that the interceltuiar Co, concentration commonly decreased w~h
increasing rates of net photosynthesis (Cheeseman el al., 1991; Clough .. I al., unpublished). In the study
by Cheeseman et al. (1991), light and stomatal conductance accounted for an average reduction in net
photosynthesis of less than 35% from the maximum values predicted by the light and conductance
responses. These resutts suggest that, at [east in the field, photosynthetic performanCll is regulated primarily
by intemal, non-stomatal, pro""sses (Cheeseman ef OIl., 1991), in which Case photosynthetic performance
is unlikely to be sUmu[ated significantly by a further increase in ambient CO, concenlration above the
present level.
In those cases where canopy photosynthesis may be part·,alty r,m',ted by CO, supply because of low
stomatal conductance, the key question then is whether Ornot mangroves witt respond to a rise in ambient
CO, concentration by further closure of their stomata, If the stomatal conductance remains unchanged, then
photosynthetic rates are [ikely to increase. On the other hand, if the stomatai conductance was to decrease
in order 10 minim"'e water loss, then rates of photosynthesis may not Increase to any significant extenl
Either of these responses by mangroves will lead to an increase in thek water use efficiency
tn view of the "physiological dryness" of most mangrove environments and til" importance of
maintaining a satisfactory plant water balance at moo"rate to high soil salinities and vapour pressure
deficits, mangroves maY respond to increased levels of atmospheric CO, by lurtller reduction in stomatal
conductance in order to minimize water loss. probably without a concomitant increase in photosynthetic
rates. Depending on the magnitude of tllis reduction in stomatal coouuctanGE! relative to other factors
regulating water loss (mainly leaf-to-air VPDj, there may be some increase in the rate of growth owing to
an improved plant water balance, Only in tile most favourable environments, where water, nutrients and
temperature are not major constraints, woukf there be any significant increase in the rate ot canopy
photosynthesis in response to increased levels of atmospheric CO, above present levels. However, there
remains considerable uncert:i,nly about how mangroves will respond to very much higher levels (say twice
the present concentration) of atmospheric CO,.

7.

RESPONSE OF MANGROVE FAUNA TO CLIMATE CHANGE
7.1.

TEMPERATURE CHANGE AND MANGROVE FAUNA DISTRIBUTION

7.1.1,

Effect on Geographical Dlstribufion

In general, mangrove ecosystems are sens~ive to thermal stress and tropical marine animals show
limited ranges of temperature tolerance (Moore, 1972; ,"ong & Chin, 1983; Paphavasit er ai, 1990). Some
groups of animals commonty found in mangroves already show apparent speciation in relation to
temperature, such as fiddler crabs of the genus tea (Crane, 1975), suggesllng that geographical changes
in species distribution will follow from climatic changes in average ambient temperature in mangrove
ecosystems.

within a given latitudinal range. For example, the various species of penaeid
wann temperate coastal waters show distinct lat~udinai ranges delim~ed by
ranges (Main & FUlks, 1990). it is concluded that, on a geographical scale,
mangrove-associated faunal taxa, SLich as Uca and Penaaus, would adjust
increases Gaused lJy climatic change.

shrimps living in tropical to
their preferred temperature
the species distributions of
rapidly to any temperature

Most siynificant to the distribution of mangrove animals would be losses of exploitable hab~ats,
shOUld climatic change lead to the shrinking of the mangroves away from their present latitudinal limits.
Conversely, allY extension in mangrove range due to global warming, would create opportunities for renge
extensions by some mangrovp. anima species.
Observations jn new mangrove plan lations and
experimental sludy sites in natural forests, have shown that mangrove animais, sucll as crabs, snails,
polychaete worms, insects and birds will colonize new mangrove sites within weeks or even mOre rapidly
(Macintosh et "I, 1991),
A large variety of birds is dependent On mangrove areas for feeding, nesting or roosting (Table 3).
Important among ttiese are the waterfowl, such as herons, dUcks and ibises, whose ecology is intimalely
connected to lile hydrology or mangrove wetlands. Changes 'In mangrove areal coverage or 6lstribution,
degree and periodicity
inundatiOn Or invertebrate /COd organisms afe likely fa influence bird populations
Mangrove wellands are very important alsO as resting and feeding sites for migralmy walerbirdS, In lI1e
Caribbean end Centrel America they are a critical component of the flyways between North and South
America (Sco~ & Carbonell, 19B6), If mangrove loss or reduction OCCurS as a result of climate change there
could be serious consequences fOf the migratory avifauna of these temperate regions.

0'

7. 1,2,

Effecl all Local nislribulion

The Ihermal environm~nt within a mangrov~ forest is strongly moderated by ~le shade provided by
the vegetabon. This protection from temperature fluctuation is further enhanced for many Intertidal
mangrove enimals by their habit of riving 'In burrows, or under fallen I"aves, crevices in decaying wood, and
other 5peci~1 I,~bitats (Berry, 1975; Macintosh el al., 1991). Mangrove fiddler crabs, ror example, can
experience temperatures reaching 41°C an the exposed surface of a mangrove mUdflat, but can retreat into
their burrows where temperatures remain constant at 28-30·C below 10 em depth (M~c'lntosh, 1978)
Similarly, Smith and Miller (1973) reported fhat body temperatures of Florida mangrove fid61er crabs
dropped byaimost 100C when they entered their burrows. ThUS, common interfidal mangrove crabs like
Uca and tile other ocypodid end sesarmid genera could probably adapt to expected increases In ambient
tern parature by making more frequent Or extended burrow Vls;ls to avoid thermal stress, The same would
apply to mangrove mudskippers which have a similar dependonce on burrowing for lhermo-regulation
(Macn~e, 1968), At the species level, increases in shore temperatures could favour mangrove animals
adapted to living within shaded forest areas, and those that are nocturnally active, such as many 01 the
mangrove sesarmld crabs (Malley, 1977)
For other species whlcb live in unshaded habit~ts, such as mud flats, creek banks and sand pits,
their distribution on m~ngrove shores;s generally regulated by a comb"rnation of high temperatures and the
effects of exposure fo desiccation at low tides, Climate changes which lead to higher shore temperatures,
Of greater exposure to air will act to further limit their intertidal ranges, and such effects should be relatively
easy to measure For some regiofls at least, there is already a wealth of date on the species distributioo
of animals in m~ngroves, particularly the intertidal macrofauna, inclUding quantilative estimates (Warner,
1969; Sasekumar, 1Yf4; Paphavisit et ai., 1990; Macintosh er 81., 1991), This Worma~on can serve as a
baseline from which alterations in species compcaition. distribubon or abundance resulting from the impact
of climatic change on mangroves may be estimated.
The potential impact of increased tornperatures in Ihe coastal environment has been considered' for
many years In the context of thermal pollu~on from power stations (Naylor, 1965) and there are some
relevant data trom a study of thermal tolerance of mangrove molluscs in Singapore (Hong' & Chin, 19B3J.
They concluded that several molluscs are living close to their thermal stress limits and that a 2_3"C
temperature increase above the present ambient level would be detrimental to the mangrove ecosystem
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behavioral mecllallism againsl temperature stress is to close their valves, but thls can be achieved only at
the expense ofleeding opportunity and hence growtll. Since mangrove bivalves include oyslers, mussels,
clams and cockles which provide imrortant sources of food aau income worldwide, (Quayle, 1980; Broom,
1985; McCoy & CllOrlgpe~pien 1988; Vakily, 1989), their response to temperature change has speCial
signilicence 10 buth the ecology a~d eco~omic expiotaucn of mangrove ecosystems,
M~Jlgrove gaslropods, on the other hand, are mainly grazers or predators active al low tides when
the nmngrove Ilabilat is exposed to air (Berry & Chew. 1973) Allhougll unslladed areas Can heat to
extr"me t~rnperatures under such conditions, evaporative cooiing Seems 10 keep snail body lemperatures
much luwer than ambienl tevels (Lewis, 1963). Mangrove crabs also use evaporative cooling for
thermoregulation, as well as other mechanisms such as blanching (Edney, 1961; Smith & Miller, 1973).

In conclusion, it seems that solt bodied animals and bivaive molluscs would be highly sensitive to
lemperature rise, whereas the many species of mangrove crabs and gastropod snails could accommodate
a hotter environment provided they had access 10water to replenish water lost by evaporation, respiration,
and teedlnq, However, climatic change whir.h ",suited in both temperature rise and greater aridity could
adversely affect even snait and crab sp"ci"'s, as could temperature rise coupled with more extreme salinity
regtmes. There is virtuatly no information to indicate whal effect, il any, lemperalure rise woutd have on
those animals more or tess permanentiy resident in mangrove sediments or the soil meiofauna.

7.2.

HYDROLOGICAL CHANGE AND MANGROVE FAUNA

Fluctuations in salinity are elHrncteristic of mangrove environments and pia.y a. prominent role in
regulating lile presence of m~ny animal taxa, The salinily regime of a mangrove swamp is the product of
inlaractions between climatir. f:!ctors (rainfall and evaporation rates), freshwate, run-off, ground water
influxes, coastal salinity regimes and current and tidal dynemics. rhe ;nlluence of these processes is
moderated by local factors, SLICr. as shore gradient and topography, vegetalio~ cover, soil prop"rties a'nd
burrow-buitding by mangrove crustaceans, creating a wide range 01 salintty conditions. no! only along and
across the shore, but also ~t the micro-Ilabital level (Semeniuk, 19~3,1
In the equatorial tropics, surface sali~ilies can drop to virtually zero during tropical rainsto'rms and
rlsa to 50ppt if the hJbit~t is exposed continuously to evaporation during ne"p tides (Sasakumar, 1970,
1974), Not surprisingly, the most common Inlertid"i mangrove animals are euryhallne and m"ny also have
hehnviolJr~1 adaptations to reduce Iheir exposure to salinity ext,emes and desiccation
Mangrove shores are also inhabited by a few highly "dapted species from animai groups 'normally
associated witll exclusively marine ollreshwatef environments Tile Sipunculida, for example, a phylum
ofslenohaline matine worms regarded as lacking osmoregulatory ability, Is represented in Asian mangroves
by one species, Pllas~olosoma arGua/um, which can osmo-conform and maintain normal activity for many
hours in salinities "t least down to 40% that of stand"rd seawater (Green & Ounn. 1976),
Althougll salinity tolerances have been wori<ed out fo' onl\' a few species of Ihe intertidal mangrove
launa, available data suggest that moderate changes in salinity woutd not seriously restrict Ihe distribulion
or actJvities of Ihe principal groups. A likely scenario is that salinity changes would cause shills in the
relative distribution of species within those laxa containing mangrove animals occupying a- helocllne.
7.3.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND MANGROVE-ASSOCIATED AQUATIC FAUNA

7.3.1,

Mangrove Fisheries

Fish stoeks and exploitable popUlations of crabs, shrimps and moliuscs togethcr make up one of
Ihe principal resources of mangrove ecosystems benefitting men. Relationships between mangroves and
fisheries taka scveral forms, both directly through habital utiliz"tion by economic species and indirectly
through energy and nutrient exports from mangrove shores inlo coastal waters (Macintosh, 1982). Even
the mangrove trees lilemseives are Widely expioiled for fisheries purposes to provide materials for making
fishing traps and cages, crab poles, lures, and many other fishing gear

(Matthes & Kapetsky, 1988). Actual yields are probably higher as much of the fishing within mangroves Is
of a subsistence nature and difficult to reoord statistically,
The eoological relationships between a mangrove and its associated aquatic fauna are the most
difficult to research as the latter are generally free to move between different coastal zones (Hill al al., 1982;
Chong, 1984; Robertson & Duke, 1990; Tumer, 1992; Tzeng & Wang, 1992). Many species of fish and
shellfish have distinct life stages wilh particular habitat preferences and move from habilat to habtlat on time
scales ranging from a single tidal cycle (Tzeng & Wang, 1992) to severallT>Jnths (Macintosh, 1982).
A useful inventory of economically important mangrcve-assoctated aquatic species is provided by
Matthes & Kapelsky (1988). Their distribullons are divided into six zones within the mangrove ecosystem,
extending from seaward SUb-tidal areas to Ihe inner zones of estuaries and river channels. The relationship
of each aquatic species with mangrove e<:osyslems is also classified into one or more out of six cateqcnes:
(a) fully dependent (i,e. whole life cycle); (b) eggsJlarvae only; (c) fry/juveniles only; (d) adults only: (e)
incidental; and (f) facultative (e.g. using mangroves as a migralory route),

7,3.2.

Finfishes

1'.alQ<!l rwmbefll of fish species are associated with mangrove ecosystems for at least part of their
,i/ecycles (AtJstin, 19.71; Austin &Austin, 1971; Odum & Heald, 1972). Individual studies in many mangrove
cceacee have- reccrueo more thaft 100 species from a given study sile (e.g. Sasekumar at al" 1984:
Robertscn &[luke, r990), In lotal, IUCN (1983) list almost 300 fish species from the mangroves of Asia and
100-200 species for the olller main regions wnere mangroves occur (Table 3).
Habitat use of mangroves by fish is associated particularly with (1) nursery sites for juvenile stages
of coastal fish species; (2) feeding areas for SUb-adults of predatory fishes like sn·appers, sea-bass,
esluarine srcupers and marine catfish: and (3) the permanent habitat of small pelagic fishes, belooging
chiefly to the families Leiognalhidae, Clupeidae, Engraulidae, Centropomidae, Mugilidae, Gobidae, and
Ambassidae (e.g. Robertson & Duke. 1990; MaCintosh elal., 1991). Many species in these families feed
within mangrove Forests at high tide and have been shown to ;ndude mangrove detritus andlor mangrove
fauna in Iheir diets (Ong, 1978; Sasekumar et al., 1984). The larger predatory species mentioned ab<lve
also browse heavily on mangrove invertebrates, as well as consuming smaller pelagic· fishes (Sasekumar
at aI., 1984; Robertson & Duke, 1990),
Many studies have shown that mangrove ecosystems allract and support high densities of fish,
especially the larval and juvenile stages of commercially important coastal species (Bell &1 al., 1984;
Janekarn &. Boonruang, 1900; Robertson &. Duke, 1987, 1990). it follows that any components of cjlmate
change Which adversely affect mangroves are likely to have 11armful consequences on tile fec~;tment of
young fish into the commercial stocks, A net loss of mangrove area is tnererore considered potentially
devasfallng 10 certain existing fisheries (Kapetsky 1985; Robertson & Duke. 1990).

7.3.3

Shrimps

Since the pioneering reports by Hall (1962) and Macnae ("1974) suggestin9 a relationsllip between
shrimps and mangroves, a large volume of information nee been published showing the dose association
of many p.enaeid shrimp species with mangrove ecosystems Several reports make quantitative
assessments between the size and productivity of shrimp stocks and the areas of adjacent mangrove forests
{Martosubroto &. Naamln, 1976; Tumer, 1977; Sasekumar & Chong, 1987; Primavera, 1991) or other
wetlands (Morris al al., 1990; Turner, 1992),
A;though tropical shrimps are not mangrove dependent In Ihe strict sense, mangroves appear to
provide a vita; ~urserJ environment for p<onaeid shrimp, giving. Ihem greater protection from predatofll and
access to a rich food source, the ialler principally de,ived from mangrove detritus and an associated biota
of diatoms, me;ofauna, bacteria and fungi {Macintosh, 1982}. Studies along a mangrove-fringed coast in
Malaysia have shown ·that an estimated 55% of tne r;:2lbon assimilated by penaald shrimps comes from tI,e
m"M"W"" "'~~~klJm"r {i., r.hr>nn 1~~71 Sh,imo occur in other coastal habitats, but the richness of the

Figure 5: Tile black tiger prawn, Penaeus monodon, a main shrimp cultured in mangrove
aquaculture ponds (Plloto D.J. Maci"tO$hj.

It can be further concluded that tile decline ;~ shrimr stocks will corresrond approximately to the
relative d?cresse in rnaoqrove ",SOU~C% However, t~e roecron.vns uy wh;Gh loss of roangroves may
reduce shrimp stocks may. be more complex than the assumption of direct loss of shrimp habitat One
example that can be quoled is the prediction of the consequences of erosion of mangrove areas in the
Purari Hiver delta (resulling from constructIon 01 a dam) Frllsher (1983) concluded that the resulting
decrease In sediment and organic matter into the ins~ore region of the Gulf of Pap"a would have a negative
impact on shrimp stocks through decreasing the productivity cf the substratlln, wnich provides the food
source for penaeid shrimps.
7.3.4.

Summary of Climate Ch8nge Impads all .Fisheries

Ciimatic change can be expected to produce changes to many ph·,~,cai parameters in ooastal
waters. notably temperature. saHnity, ~u,renl and tidal patterns, w;nd spe"~~ c .\.'. d:'9ctio", and possibly the
strengt~ or upwelling systems. Otantz (1992) has poinled oul ,hat the ,buc,,,,,nce and dist~bution of fish
populations can be a'teren sharply by such .c~angH, and by G"'kJ~or !'~g changes to ether interacting
aquatic species, such as predator pcpulations,
Predicting and measuring the interactions bellvaan Clim21ic ch~nge and mangrove fish stocks will
(wo main reasons: (i) even in tropical lautudes there can be large scale natural
fluctuations in fish popul~lions; (ii) human fishing pressures in coastal ecosystems exert an artificial impact
on mangrove tis~ populations, with changes in fishing effort obscuring and continuously modifying their
response to natural events. In short, it is virtually impossible to predict accurately the future slatus of /ish
stocks because of the many varia bios that potentially are involved

I>e extremely difficult for

specialize<:! or less tolerant species may disappear,

In mangrove ecosystems, where extreme and

fluctuati~g salin~(ics and high water temperatures are characteristic of the inshore environment, euryhaline
a~d ellrythcrmal animals like shrimps, crabs and certain finfishes such as mUllets, tilapias and sea bass

(Lales oalcariler'J will proliferate, Since many fish grouP" are highly adapted to mangroves, there is no
reason to preslime a significant change in faunal taxa will result, allhough ctearly the distribuliOll and
abundance d particular species will cl1<mge as environmental gradients alter under climatic rGsponse

II LS cOTlcLLJ6eti that small-scale fisheries typical of many tropical ma~gfOve coastiines witl be able
to respond to he conseq~ences of global warming much better than offshore indus"iat fisheries The
former are mUCn mare ~daptab:e and ciiversified. require low investment ,~ equipment ar,d ;nvolve a wide
degree of economic 3nd cultural participation by lecal communities (Glantz, Hi92). These features prCVide
the potential for J MigI'. degree of fiexibility and opportu.lism to re5pond to changing lisher! scenarios
resulting from any impJct of ciimatic change on mangrove ecosyslGms,
Linkages botw~en mcnsrcvee and inshore ftsheries .'lave bee' described Of :",portance 31so Joe
mutually s~pportive inleradions betl\'een mangrove", seagrass beds and coral reets; c· '~h that mant
authors consider these tD be Gomoonents of a coastal ecosystem comp'ex, ralher than separJte systems
(Ogden & Gladfelter, 1986). Fhys'cal. outneot and b·;otic interactions at severat level, r,ave been :dan!'fied
within this ccmpt,,<; although these are peorly understood Perturbation of the mangcoves, resulting fron
ciimate char,ge IS Ekel\' to di';urb tho stability, productivity and economic valua 'Jf th~"e neigt,~"~1
Lompor.ents aiso,

8.

IMPACT OF CLIi~1ATE CHANGE
EXPLOITATION or; MANGROVES

ON LAND

USE

UTFJZATION

AND

Thmwghout much 01 '.he tropics '.re mangrove ?co"ysten~s sustain large human POpu'3ti~n, at
lavels The mangrove ecosystem is valuen :0' the extractable reSources it f;UI"DD:to, fer 'h,3
nonconsumplive services i': ~r'Jvide, and Its <nhnsic p.Goi:>gica, value
ivlangroves 3UPPUrt div"rs~
communities of fauna and flora of direct ,md indirect Gconomic and social vBlue to human SOcieties Fish
stocks a~d exploitable populations of crabs, shrimpS ann molluscs make up the principal fCOd resoll'''",
Timber exlmction is also of great importance. Mangrove ecosystems provide a variety of ncnco~s~mp-.ive
oar/ices including recreational and aestretie benefits. protection fcom sDil erosiDn, Hood mi:igoliQr, filteri",;
~f nutrients and protection against saline intrusion
~ubsisl6nce

Ii is well d~cumenle<:i {Saenger eta!., 1983; Hamiltor & Snp(];,ker 19M; Field & Dartnell 1987) :~"t
are under constant development pressure because th~y am foLJnn in coastal ana e5tuarin'~
areas which are atso centres 01 human seltlemenl. Mangrove ecosystems af~ under e<treme pressure ITo,",
e,xpa!1ding popUlations and no,,-sustainable use, such as land reclamation for construction, agriculture and
~quaculbre. In the insular Caribbean, coastal tourism developma~t has been th,. main cause of mangrove
dBstrcctiDn (Baco~, 1937) The basic question that arises in the management of ~ ny,,~mic and comple,;
~cpsystem, such as mongroves, is under what conditions should it be mamtained ann m~nagBd 'or intri~lsic
value and when should it be reclaimed for alternative purposes, There have been only a few attempts tc
answer this question (Amamsinghe 1985; Milliman et al. 19S9; Lal 1990)
ma~graves

The consequences of possible global dimatG change ha,e nOw to be added to an already "nstable
3i'uation as ror as mangrove ecosystems are concerned tl has already been shown Ihat a~ a~riched CO,
almosphere and a wanner ·and wetter climute wouid on balance favour the grmvth and "'''pans ion Of
mangroves The majo, socio-economic probiems are likely to be caused hy Ih" etl.ect of rising sea level,
The seve(]ly of these imp3cts wm often be site specific and will depend, not anly on tr,e nature ann extent
of ciimate changes elong different coastlines, but olso o~ existing usage of mangroves and socio-economic
conditions locally.

3.1

COASTAL PROTECTION

EXisting natural and engineenng strudures (e.g. coastal embankments, sea dykes,! th~t protect
h~ 'M __"'-_".. ~ MO'""' ~M"'~'~' ;nt,,,o;nn w;U ,,~n~ri~n,.., nno~l..r ~tnrm n~maoe. and

____ .~, ,__ ~ w,,,

thair relocation landward. Consideration should be given to the establishment of a mangrove green bell,
where no such prov[sion has atready been made. to provide a nawat barner for coastal protection. There
are now several examples of successful ancresreton of coastallands wah mangroves (Qureshi, 1990;
Saenger & Siddiqi, 1993), It would be usefUl il detailed guidelines and procedures for planting mangroves
could be compiled 50 that in future there would be ready acceSS to this knowledge When It is required. it
would also be advantageous to train local people to have the necessary skills to afforest and reafforeet
wastal lands with mangroves.

8.2

AGRICULTURE

To the landward of mangrove systems, low-lying coastal areas presently utilized for agricUlture (e.g.
r-ce, oil palm. COGOnut palm. cashew nut, sugar cane) are likely to experience an increasing inCidence of
flooding by saline water, with a consequent increase in waterlogging and salinization. Such areas wilt
tecome increasingly unsuitable tor agriculture unless remedial measures, such as the construction of
protective barriers, are taken, Where protective measures are not taken, it is [ikely that these areas w[11 in
time revert naturally to mangrove vegelation, which could serve as nursery groundS tor coastal capture
fisheries and as natural barriers for coastal protection, which might be utilIZed for the production of timber
and olher forest prodUCts,
In addition to the impact on existing ag/iCilltOlTaI, activities in coastal areas, expected changes in
climate and sea level will' also affect. the- potemtial fOrfattlre agriculluraJ acti~iji<ls. alorl!l' ll1e lalldward: ffililge$
d mangrove systems. tn plannin!l. future· ag.ricultura~ activ~ies in' QQastal ",eas, land' use.· praMarS. shollJd'
take into account the possible effects M climate change. an' the Ilkeiy'eco""""'liii: lil,espan· o.f the. dweIQpme:mt,

8.3

AQUACULTURE

Coastal aquacUlture ponds are likely to experience a higher incidence oltlooding, both t[dally driven
and storm induced. The Impact of suc~ llooding will vary tocally, In most cases requiring modificabon of
management practices, in others callsing sufficient mortality of fishery stocks to jeopardize the economic
Viability of the ponds. This may necessitate relocation of ponds to more landward araas or the construction
of additionat barriers for prolectlon, These barriers might take the form of engineering structures, the
planting at a protective band of mangroves, or a combinalion 01 I>olh
Coastal aqllacuKure may also be adversely affacted indirectly by reduction 01 mangrove ecosystem
functions, leading to, far example, deterioration in water quality, or increase In coastal erosion rates.
The pGssibjjjty of a rise in sea level and an increase in both Ihe frequency and severity of tropical
storms, means that new aquaCUlture projects should be saed in mora landward areas where there Is a lower
,;"obability of tidally ririven or storm induced' flooding over the projected lifespan of the projecl It is further
r~commended that a protective barrier of mangroves be establiShed and maintained to tho seaward of
.,quacullure ponds.
Co;;;stal aquaculture Investments wn be highfy susceptible to ai!eralions in the environmental
ccnortons ie mangrove ecosystems, Changes in temDerature and salinity (both average a~d exnemej.may
eiter the suitability of eXisting culture sites for production 01 particular fish OrshellfiSh species. This will OCCul
in one cr more possible ~s, wtlen (a) conditions exceed the thermal or haline ranges for the species
concerned; (b) the :eng(h ollh.. growing season changes, or the growth rate is reduced, thereby probably
making aquaculture ooeratlons less viabie economically; (c) reproductive or recrUitment dyt1am....s of si"'cies
el1ange, ~ereby ""docing Ihe ,,"vailability at Juveniles to sustain aquacutture production. It is eerercre
rocommended that growth rates of species --in ponds and the recruilment 01juveniles be monitored to deted
ea~y wsrnings 01 ctla~ges to which a response should be made. ~VIle{eas a reduction in the availabiiity of
jLiveniles ro slock pG~rJ~ ~o~ld be offset by their increased p"oduc(io~ i~ hatcheries, other impacts due to
curnate change rm,y Moes~;tate modification ot management strategies or relocation 01 ponds.
Raft and cage cult,,,,, of ~hrimp, oysters, lish and other organisms may experience problems with
turbidity Or changes in helin" ccnoecne, while ihe cutture of cockles and olher benthic fauna may be
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8.4

COASTAL CAPTURE FISHERIES

Fisheries catches within and adpeent 10 mangrove areas wjl undergo change. The productivity of
mangrove fisheries will probably incre~se wi~lin the first lew decades because of greater erosion and
mob;liZation of organic materials and nulri~"t" lrom terrestrial sources, particularly wh"re relative Se~ level
also increases the area' extent of sh~lIow water habitats within and adjacent to mangrove ecosystems
However, any benefits to fisheries producLiviLy oould bE rapidly negated by corresponding increases in
fishing pressure, orhuman destruction orpQIIU"Ull ufrn~"grove habHats, including conven;ion toaquaGulture
ponds,
O';erail, the impact 01 sea-level r;se on mangrove eoosystems is likely to have a neutral or positive
effeGt on lisheries, at least in areas where the ~;z~ of the mangrove system is not redur.ed by increase in
relative sea level. Conversely, processes wh;~h lead to loss of mangrove area or a ,edLJ~tion in freshwater
fiow, or which iocrease concentrations of su"~ended sediments and reduce dissDived nxygen ;n mangrove
ecosystems. will have a negative euect on "~heries production
AnI' reduction in coasta: lislwries production as a co~sequence of c!;mate change may have a
s;gnititant adverse ;mpact on the IivelillOod and well-being of dependent local commuoities. ft would be
advisable to monitor fisheries catches by IQ~al communities to detect early signs of changes in fisheries
production jn order to evaluate possibl~ r~~ilOnses

8.5

FORESTRY

The predicted changes ln dirnate and sea level are expected to have signfficant site-speciftc impacts
on exist;ng mangrove forestry ~divities. The rate of forest growth and the yield af h~rveSlable timber are
toth exp~cted to decrease in U"J,e areas which experience an Increase In aridjJy and lor en increase in
salinity. Conversely, y;eids are expe~ted to increase in those areas that experiencB a reduction in arjditv
and salin;ty

An increased frequency and intensity of tropkal storms, together with changes in wave activity is
expected 10 ailer presenl pattems 01 erosion and sedimentation, leading to the loss of some areas of
mangrove now used for Silviculture, and the creation 01 new habitats tI1al might t>e suitable for plantation
forests, Changes in coastal morphology should be monitored by countr1es in order 10 maximise tI1e
productive use of mangroves for silviculture and other forestry activltlea.
Changes in sea level or fidal range will affect the suitability of mangrove areas for silvicUlture
through changes In soil water content, sar.nity and other soil properties. Whiie tI1ese effects will probabiy
be sUe specific, in general a rise in sea level is expected to reduce the suitability and yield of areas
presently used for silviculture. On the positive side, SOme mangrove areas that are presently unsuiled fDr
silviculture are likely to became more suitable for the production of timber, charcoal and other forest
products, in most cases, however, a rise in sea level is expecled to roduce the humber of rotations and the
economic lifespan of siivicultural activities at particular sites. Forest managers and concessionaires should
consider the merils of varying management practices (e,g, different planting densities and thinning regimes,
and/or shorter rotations) to maximise yields over shorter periods of time, The extraction of mangrove wood
for charcoat is shown in Figure 6
Climate change is expected to affect the phenology of reproduction and growlh. There is presenUy
insufficient infolTl1ation to predict what these euecte might be, or the extent to which they might be slte- or
species-specific. However, it should be noted that any ioss in reproductive capacity could have a significant
impact on the availability of propagules for plantation silviculture and reforestation, particularly in regions
where they are aiready in short supply, Foresl managers would therefore be advised 10 monitor the
phenology of reproduction locally, focusing particuiarly an the production of viabte, mature prcpaqules. A
loss of rep-nductive capacity locatly may necess'rtate !he USe of propagules from areas wh'leh have not been
affected, or lhe development of techniques for tissue culture of mangroves.
The scope and scale of thasa impacts will be directly proportional to tI1e effects of climate change
on specific commercial mangrove timber species, especially Rh<zophora and Brugulera species. Ifimpacls
are negative, serious economic lossos can be anticipated, with associated implicatiOl1s for the f1velihOOd and
quality of lila of affected coastal oommunij~s
8.6

OTHER POLICY OPTIONS AND RESPONSES

Some specific policy options and responses to the possible effects of ciimale change have already
been considered in sections 8,1 to 8.&. Thete are, however. a number of more general issues that wii! need
to be addressed, Broadly, these additionai policy options involve whether or not to relocate 'existing
activities or human communities associated with mangroves, whetller or not to implement'an,engin<*ring
solulion, and the extent to which pre-planning of future activities can m~igate or avoid possible 'impacts of
ciimate change on mangrove ecosystems and their dependent human communities,
In considering these matters and the possible economic results of any action, ij must be stressed
that the climate changes that may occur due to man-induced changes to the atmosphere are far tram
certain. The effeds .tnat predicted climate change may have on mangrove ecosystems are 'equally
uncertain, The ioss of economic resources which might occur as a result of dimate change is extremely
difficult 10 model or predict and will rely heavily on local factors. it is therefore wise to proceed with any
response 10 possible climate cllange in a very cautious manner.
It must also be appreciated Ihat chang~s taking place 'In the mangroves eitl1erdue to natural causes
or human activities may already be greater than might be expected from any predicted change of global
climate. Examples of damage from natural causes are well documented such as devastation from,cyclones,
local sea-revet rise. coastal erosion and flooding. Examptes of human activ~ies lhat disfigure and damage
mangrove ecosyslems Include large conversions to fish ponds that in a few years exhaust the ava~abte
nutrients and produce dereilctland, land reclamatio~ for port and urban devetopment that converts beach
front and produces soil erosion, mining activities that poison .the surrounding environment and prodUce
sateucn of rivers and subsequent ftooiHng, and deforestation and wood Chipping that leave large areas of
manQrove forest oenuoeo and eroded. A~ th.."", Mtll",1 rli"""'"", ",n~ nllm",n m;~,,~"'~ "I m~MrtW'"

management practices for the utilization 01 mangrove ecosystems and to include in these ccnslderanona
an awareness of the problems that may result from the effects of man~nduced climate change,
As the most iiKely effect all climate change on the mangrove ecosystem will be due to sea-level rise,
an iniEal response is likely to be the construction of some form ot berner to the sea. On the whole, past
engineering modifications to ooastal environments have had mixed success, otten creating secondary
problems. Tney sh(}uld, therefore, be used only wilen no altemafive response Is availeble or can be justified
econamically, Similerly, relocation of aquaculture ponds, agriculture arid certain other forms of development
may be faasible where there are sunable arees to the landward but in countries that have traditional land
ow@rship rights in coastal areas, relocation of coa.lal communities and traditional activities associated with
mangrove area may be dimcull.
It cannot be stre.sed too much that governments should immediately establi.h a baseline data for
their wastlines and mangrove ecosystems S<J that any change that may occur, for whatever reason, will be
detected at an early stage. All future activities in mangrove areaS and the hirTlerland to the landward of
mangrove areas should be pre-planned with the probable impacls of natural climatic events, human
activities and man-induced climate change firmly in mind, thereby minimising or avoiding any C1Jnmcts that
mayanse.

9.

HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED

Changing climatic conditions are most likely to be manifested by average global increases in
atmospherOc CO" air and water temperatures. eustatic sea levei, ultra violet radiation, storm frequency and
magnitude, and possibty also by alterations in the present regimes with respecl to cloud cover, rainfall,
runoff. evapotranspiration, a~d salinity, It is assumed that the IPCC "business as usuai" eStimates of rates
of change represent the most likely future sce~afios (Table 4)
Based on the IPCC projections, an op<!rational hypothesis has been adopted that climate chonge
on time scales of decades will have an impact on mangrove ecosystems and that it will be possible to
measure mangrove responses quantitatively
Mangroves like most other ecosystems are complex systems with convoluted lnteractlons and
feedback loops, Mangrove ecosystems are therefore likeiy to exhibit synergistic responses to a combination
of changing climatic parameters, making the analysis of specmc causes and effects due to single factors
such as temperature or sea-level rise extremely difficult Also, the complexity and scale of responses will
vary from one area to the next and be highly site specific.
All the hypotheses listed below are testable, but some can be more readily vaiidated by
interpretation of monitoring activities, whereas othsrs may require more complex experimental study.
9.1.

INCREASING TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Based on the IPCC sconario of a rise in air and water temperatures of O,3'C p<!r decade (Table 4),
it is nypothesized that·
(a)

A number of mangrove spedes will migrate towards higher latitudes in response to
temp<!rature Increase in areas where ocean currents are favourable for propagule dispersal,
thus increasing the prevalence and Importance of mangroves as a coastal ecosystam. The
extent of geographical progression is likely to vary in different parts of the world, but be
particularly pronounced aiong eastern continental margins. This migration by mangroves
will require more than lour decades to become significant.

(b)

Changes in seasonalny will result from these predicted temperature increases, with the
growing seaSDn for mangrove. becoming longer. This will alter the phenological patterns
of reproduction and growth in many mangrove species.

(c)

On a global basis, overall net and gross productivity of mangrove ecosystems will increase
as a resu't of the temperature increase. The increase will be proportJonal to the change in
areal extent mangroves

(d)

Primary productivity per unit area will increase in the aquatic zone through higher rates of
photosynthesis by phytoplankton and faster rates of microbial breakdown of detritus, but
primary productivity per unit area will probably decrease in mangrove forests due to
increased rates of root respiration, root death, and root replacement, whkh are expected
to result from a rise in mean soil temperature

(e)

Plant and animal biodiversity will increase and mangrove plant and animal composition and
distribution will chenge. Changes in dislribution and abundance af the resident mangrove
faurla will refiect primarily responses to climatically induced changes in the mangrove
vegetatian community, especially ll1e degree ot ground cover and structural changes.

(I)

Extensions in the range of mangrove veqetetlon wiil be followed rapidly by colonization 01
new mangrove arees by fauna~associates, a conclusion supparted by the high dispers<ll
capabilities af the many marJgrove animal species whicl1 have planktonic larval stages or
aerial abilities,

(g)

Reproductive seasons, respiration, and growth rates of same mangrove animals will
respond to temperature increase, with cansequent allerations in their populalion dynamics
(e.g. fecundity and recruitment rate, and population production and turnover rates)

(h)

Eurythermal andlor behaviourally adaptable animals, such as mangrove brachyuran crabs,
gastropod snails, and mudskippers will cope better with temperature rise than other taxa.

(i)

Mangrove microbial processes will accelerate because of higher rates of organic
decomposition and nutrient recyclirJg, However, the latter may be moderated by any eecsne
i~ m>lngrove primary productivity. Changes in micr.obial processes wiU have a measurable
impact on thB productivity oJ seco~dary co~sumers, including helerotrophic bacteria,
meiafauna and macrofauna, including aquatic species of ecanamic vaiue

(j)

A rise in mean sail temperature will increase fOat respiration and root turnaver, which will
cause an increasing drain on the camon resources of mangrove IreBs and associated
vegetation, tIlat may rBsult eventually in substantially reduced growth rate5

{k)

A rise in mean air temperalurs will have only a marginal impact on the phot05ynthetiorespiratory balance of mangrove leaves, but it is likely to increase stem respiration. These
effects wili be small however, compared 10 tile impact of rising soil temperature.

9.2.

WATER BALANCE RELATED EFFECTS

Tile enect ot temperature change on mangrove ecosystems is also intimately tied to the availability
otjresn water. The water balance will respond to climate change but will vary regionatly and lacally witllout
a fixed global pattern. Local changes in rainfall, evapotranspiration, runoff, water and soil salinity, and
degrea of claud cover control the water balance and wili Impact promptly on the structure and function of
the mangrove ecosystem. It is known that photosynthesis and growth by plants are primarily conungent on
temperature, climatic aridity, and satinity
Thus, it is hypalhesized that:
{a)

An increase in tile precipitation to svapotrsnscnanon (PIET) ratio will result in an increased
rate of primary productiVity by mangrove plants,
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(I)

The upstream penetration ofmangrovrN3ssociate<.! aquatic animals will change significantly
in relation to shifts in the seaw~'er_freshwater balance in estuaries, deltas. and lagoons,
A greater freshwater intrusion will extend the inshore dislributions of important eur/haline
stocks, especially pcstlarval and juvenile stages of penaeid shrimp, whereas mOre marine
dependent groups, such as many crab larval stages and the young of coastal pelagic fish
species will be more inhibited in their upstream penetration. The reverse will o(;Cur In
oeltstc-estuarlne locations where saltwater penetration inlo mangrove ecosystems is
in~reased.

9.3.

RISING SEA-LEVEL EFFECTS

Whereas the eustatic sea level will rise during the foreseeable future. the relative sea level may
either rise or fall locally or regionally, depending on prevailing natural and anthropogenic factors (Stewart
et aI., 1990). Relative sea-level rise is more common than relativ!! sea-level fall, especially for mangrove
systems located in delta areas and along trailing-€dge coasts. The rate of relalive change may be up to
nine times greater than the I pee "business as usual" eustati!! increase in delta areas because of sediment
compaction (Milliman 01 al., 1989). Thus, in any study location. it is necessary to base hypotheses on the
relative rate of sea-le....1 change rather than on eustatic change.
In locations experiencing relative sea-level rise, it is hypothesized that:
(a)

Mangrove ccrnmunjtles will progress landward in response to rising sea level, unlil
constrained by natural relief and existing dikes, bulkheads, roads, other man-made barriers,
or agriculture fields and urbanization. The landward migration of mangroves will also be
blocked by increasing dimensions of salt flat areaS,

(b)

Erosion along seaward margi~' ~f mangrove systems will occur in response to rising sea
leYel and storm events, causing a nel loss of mangrove area along coastlines where
topographic relief or man-made barriers constrain landward progression of mangroves. An
example of erosion of Rhizophora mangrove forest is shown in Figure 7

(cl

If retative sea level rises at a faster rate than !he mangroves can move landward, or at a
faster rate than lhey Can grow, trees of each successive generation will become
progressively smaller.

(d)

Provided Ihat mangrove areas are not reduced, the available shallow-water nursery and
feeding habitats for fish and shellfish
probably increase in size as addilional areas of
tile adjacent coastline become SUbmerged as a result of relaltve sea-level rise. This may
be significant in areas oordered by 5hallow epicontinental seas or broad, gerrtly sloping
continental shelves.

(e)

Secondary productivity per unit area within. and adjacent to manarove systems will probably
increase with rising relative sea level dUe to jnceased erosion, greater availability of
nutrients, and Increased primary productivity; this in tum will have a posltlve effect on
secondary aquatic production, inclUding fisheries.

(f)

Nutrients, organic matter, and contaminants stored in the mangrove sediments are likely to
be released during episodic storm, .runoff, or tidal. events, and depending on the rate of
sedimentation, this may either enhance nearshore productivity or cause rapid burial cf fresh
and recycled nutrients and organic matter, which could lead to inhibition of benthic mixing
and removal from the biological cycles of nutrrents and organic malter, resulting in
oligotrophication.

(g)

Soil acidification is likely to occur due to oxidation of FeS to sulphuric acid from increased
erosion of mangrove muds as relalive sea level rises.

wn

9.4.

INCREASING CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION EFFECTS

Most evidence suggests that photosynthesis and growtll are limited primarily by extremes ofsalinill',
temperature, and climatic aridity. Atmospheric CO, levels do not appear to be significant in directly limning
photosynthesis or growth, ConsequenUy, the predicted rise in atmospheric Co, level is not expected to lead
to a significant increase in mangrove forest canopy photosynthesis. However, it is hypothesized that
(a)

Increasing atmospheric carron dioxide levels will assist mangrove trees to control more
effeclillely their water balance and reduce water stress, thereby affecting growth

(b)

There wi~ be significant spades variation in the response to elevated co,

9.5.

INCREASING TROPICAL STORM EFFECTS

Tropical storms (including hurricanes in the Atlantic, typhoOllS in the Pacjfic, and cyclones in the
tndlan Ocean provinces) occur over oceans and seas fringed by mangrove wetlands, and these mangrove
fringes serve as a protective barrier against storm damage for human habitats and structures. \lVhere
tropical storms make fandfall. it Is inevitable that mangrove ecosystems will be affected by these events.
It is therefore hypothesized that:

10.

(a)

Mangrove coasts will be impacted more frequently and with greater impact by tropical
storms as a result of climatic change, thereby putting human activities and resources at
greater risk.

(b)

The impact of tropical storms on tropical and subtropical coastal resources will I>e less
catastrophic in areas wnh well developed mangroves than along coasts lac_>ing in
mangroves or with significantly degreded mangroves.

(c)

Mangrove ecosystem productlvny will be enhanced as a result of exposure to greater
tropical storm frequency because 01 influx 01 nutrients and material resuspension, provided
that the structural and vegetative integrity of tMe mangrove community is not destroyed by
the intensity of the associated wind and wave action

MONITORING AND STUDIES IN MANGROVES
10.1.

RATIONALE FOR MONITORING AND STUDY

The rationale lor monitoring and studying mangrove ecosystems to determine the effects of
predicted ciimate change is that mangrove ecosystems are likely to be one of the first ecosystems to show
changes due to climate change and the effeats may have great significance for the economic well being 01
the large coastal population in the tropics, A discussion of the types of monitoring and specific studies and
experiments that need to be undertaken to test the above hypotheses, including an evaluation of the
frequency and duration 01 measurements, was outlined by UNEP/UNESCO (19g2a). The preparatory
meeting concluded that the effect 01 changes Tn climate might be most pronounced in those eecee where
the mangrove ecosystem was close to the extremes of its distribution and that it might be easier to detect
change in systems that are currently relatively stable,
Mangrove ecosystems are inherently dynamic and ilthe rate 01 natural cl1ange is too rapid it might
be difficult to detect trends that are DCCuning as a result of global changes in climate. In order to narrow
the scope 01 stUdies to reasonable prolXlrtions, it was recommended that at least three representative types
of mangrove ecosystem be examined: (a) well developed dellaic sites, (b) sTtes along arid coasts, and (c)
low island sites,
The objective is to desilln a lon~-term monitorinll and study programme that can be implemented

10.2.

STUDY SITES AND PREREQUISITE SITE INFORMATION

The following is a summary from UNEPIUNESCO (1992a) of site requirements lor mangrove
monitoring and studies retstec to expected climate change impacts.

Primary sites should be already well documented and have rel"""nt information and time series data
available, such as meteorological records, spocios composition, gromorphology, and sea-level change, to
achieve optimal use of resources. They should bo also reprosontative of the three principal types of
mangrove site defined above. As lar as possible they should be free of anthropogenic interference
At each selected primary site, a parallel training programme should be enacted to provide protocols
with respect to ecquis~ion, analysis, and interpretation of dala. This will encourage the susla;nability of long
term acquisition of accurate field data and their local use, The tralning programme will nDt only provide the
site-besed technical personnel with the necessary knowledge to carry on monitoring activities and stucles.
but will also' help the staff to make appropriate deoislons when unpredictable events affect monitoring and
study activities at tI1e s~e
Detailed methodology at each primary site will be site specific and will be fully defined once the,sit"s
have been designated, The findings from the primary sites will be used to modify the approaches used al
Ihe secondary sites in time
Seoondary silas are additional mangrove mon~oring and study sites to complement the existing
diversity and geographical distribution of mangro~e habitats. These sites are selected 10 complement
monitoring and study activities and results obtained at primary mangrove site., and 10 provide comparable
local jracrmancn wnn a wide geographical distribution. It is not necessary that Ihe full UNEP/UNESCOrecommended monitoring and study programme be established at each secondary site. Activities GOuld
rather consist of selected monitoring and stUdy activities as a means of complementing or comparing data
or results obta:ned at primary s~es. The degree of implemenlaticn Df any programme activity at secondary
sites would ultimately depend ,'n the availability 01 funds and resources, Secondary siles could be seiecled
from among mangrove sites around the world, where studies are in progress.

It is importanl to organize a reliabl" .ystem for moniloring and study 01 data for at lea.t several
d€cades. The data shouid not. only be used for as"".sing the impact of climate change on mangrove
ecosystems, but should also serve more immediate local needs in examining and managing local
environments, Il is equally important to (jesign associated experiments and modelling exeroise~ at 1I1e
primary sile" and 10 "nalyze optim"lIy the data oollecled From the monitoring programme. II should alwalfS
be remembered that modifications to mangro~e eGD~yslem~ due to,climatic change may be very difficult to
discern fmm modifications due to anthropogenic action" and "pi~odic nalural events. Experimental design
should be evaluated carefully with cDnsideration given to such oompliGalions.
The preparatory UNEPIUNESCO Task Team meeting (UNEPIUNESCO, 1992a) suggested that as
a'prerequisite to selecting a mangrove site and measunnq parameters at the site, ~ is necessary to:
(a)

Select an appropriate geomorphological unit wtth a well developed mangrove system to
serve as a stUdy site.

(b)

Select a study site, where the evolution 01 the srte hes already been well studied'w'ith the
existence and availability of extensive data sets, aerial photographs, satellite images and
meteorological information

(c)

Construct a base map of the mangrove site in "geographical information system (G.IS).

(d)

Establish the localion of the most adjacent GLOSS tide gauge network site and the
availability of high-quality water level data from this location

10.3,

PARAMETERS TO BE MONITORi'1l AND STUDlfD

Considerable attention has already been given to the· measurement of parameters 01 importmoe
to mangrove ecosystem functioning (UNDPIUNESCO, 19&6; UNEPIUNESCO, 19920, 1992bj. It is not the
object;"e 01 this report to design the optimum monitoring actiVities, in-<lepth studies, required experiments,
and modelling exen;ises, as this will require considerable additional planning, and has funding and resource
implicaticns
However, in developing the studies and monitoring activities, it is vital that careful consideration be
given to (aj historical data for the site; (bj how the parameters and processes should be measured; {ej
which of them are most appropriate for monitoring, lorin-depth studies, experimenta~on, and modelling; and
(c) the assessment of Ihe technical feasibility (reliability of moasuremenls; acouracy of data; manpower
needs; equipment requirements; analytical capabilities; dagree of difficulty In conducting field work,
experiments, and modelling: and costs in relation to available funding). It is also important thai all the sites
be joined into a scientif~ network with comparisons between silo data conducted on a regular basis
Pacemelers and processes thai should be included'
(a)

Digital Geographical Information System {GIS} Global Mangrove Map: it would be usefulloconstruct
a GIS and the following digital data layers would be required:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coastline and extent of mangroves at mean sea lovel
river and waterway boundaries at mean sea level
topography and battumetry
land cover, and, where possible, vegetation types
soil type and, possibly, soil salinity
roads, power lines, trensrrntters and sewage ducts
hu~n semements
flow boundaries, barrages and barricades

WIlen convenient Landsat. MSS or Spot satellite images or scanned aerial photographs can be
over~id on to the digital data planes. Oocumenlation of the ground truthing is always required.

(b)

Rale of relative sea~evel change: determinations are required to asOOSS trends and variability of
kJcal relative se<Hevel change on a variety of time scales. The analysis of the data should be used
to dislinguish global and local variations
This requires continuous, long-term waler fevel
measurements on at least an hourly basis from a local tido gauge for whioh a stabla vertical
reference datum exists (IOC, 1985; Pugh, 1987). The data needs to be analyzed in comparison
with the wafer level data from the most adjacent GLOSS lide gauge.

(o)

Rate of sedimentation or erosion: previous stUdies should indicate the long-Ierm eecmeeteuon rates
from C" dating of stratigraphic cores. Recent sedimentation rates can be monitored by a number
of techniques:

(O)

et 81,

•

use of Pb"o or Cs'" isotopes in shallow stratigraphy (Lynch
technique but expensive

1989). This is the best

•

use of exotic markers such as feldspar clay 15 pOSsible in ~ngroves where sedimentation
is largely organic.

•

insertion of a calibrated stake into the sediment requires basal fixa~on, otherwise jj is lifted
by below ground production and does not record sedimentation. Results can be unreliable
in the Short term (Spenceley. 1981), so measurements should be made fWery fLve years.
Inserted stakes are the best technique to determine erosion.

Topography and bathymetry: deferminations should be made of the mangrove site to assess
elevation and' depth disfributions on a SllffIcienlly fine scale to identify micro-topographic features
•.

•

•
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distance measurement (EMD) techniques and, where appropriate, liaison with govemm!!l1t survey
departments is suggested. In some cases water level can be used during the survey as described
by Ellison (1993) and is useful in areas inaccessible to EDM.
The s~e topographic and bathymetric detennination can be goo-referenced using GPS satelliles and
altmetry. Benchmarks should be established around the mangrove areas to allow reference
between surveys over time.
(ej

Quality of depos<ted sediments; if sedimentation or erosion equilibrium is altered as a result of
cemate change, there will be changes in the physical and chemical characteristics of sediments,
including grain size, mineralogy, composition, texture, salinity, tctal carbon content, sulphur content,
nubienl dynamics, and detritus production. It may be difficult to measure the changes in nitrogen,
phosphorus and trace metals as they are a function of many variables and would be difficult to
monitoL
Apart from soil parameters it may be useful to measure CO, and H,S flux from the sediment as a
measure 01 the metabolism of the sediment. Basic soil components can be analyzed using standard
techniques. The frequency of such determinations should be annual Or biannual and the sampling
snes should be selected to include the major community types or topographical features typical of
each site. CO" H,O and salinity determinations should be perforn1ed more frequenlly to determine
seasonal pallems.

(f)

Climatology: n is important to perform continuous measurements and regular analysis of rainfall,
temperature, humidity, solar irrndiance. evapotranspiration, and wind speed and direction at a Itxed
sampling rate, ideally hourly but possibJy less frequently, A minimum of one location within the
mangrove site should be established, preferebly close to the seaward margin from a site
unobstructed by trees and buildings in accoreence with standard meteorological measurements.
Also records should be made of the path, time end central pressure of tropical storms, where the
centre of the storm passes within 300km of the mangrove sne.

(g)

Hydrology and Oceanography: it is necessary to make continuous measurements and regular
analysis of runoff from main rivers that impact or.ftow into the mangrove site on a daily basis. The
river site should be sufficiently upstreem such that it lacks tidal water level variability. Other
detenninations should include continuous measurements of water temperature, salinity, and water
turbidity on an hourly basis at a fIXed site in a mejor water way, near the seaward margin of the
mangrove sne: continuous measurements ot sJgnificant wave height and wave period every three
hours at a fixed site in the open ocean seaward of !hI> mangroV<! site, where the water depth is at
least 10m; continuous measurements ot water level variations on an hourly basis from a tide gauge
at the mangrove site, for which a stable vertical reference datum exists (NOS/NOAA, 1976;
IOC,1985; Pugh 1987).

(h)

Mangrove forest structure and function: changes in sea level or other climatic conditions are
expected to influence growth rate, mortality, reproductive capacity and seedling recruitment in
mangrove ecosystems, Any effect of climate change on forest structure, recruitment and mortalily
of mangrove trees is expected to take at least several decades 10 detect Furthermore,
measurements ot stem diameter are seldom precise enough 10 provide reliable estimates of growth
rate In more mature, natural mangrove forests over intervals of less than 5 years, although the
reliability of sucn esumates from cllanges in stem diameter in rapidly growing plantations is
somewhat better, Because of this imprecision, the expected rate of climate change, and changes
in the age and population distributions of mangrove forests with time, it will be extremely difficult or
impossible to distinguish between the effects of climate change on the growth rate of individual trees
and the effects of other impacts unrelated to climate change. Nevertheless, it is recommended that
permanent· plots be estabrsneu at selected sites to monner long-term changes in forest structure,
recruitment and morta~ty,
The eartiest signs of an impact of climate change on mangroves themselves are likely to be seen
In the canopy, in part because laaves have a relatively short lifespan (usually 1-2 years) by

senescence are sensn",e indicators of climatic condnions such as temperature. ilTadiance, cloud
COVer and rainfall, and of soil conditions such as soil salinity, soil water content and other soil
characteristics, which ara likely 10 be aitered by changes in sea level and climate, A monitoring
programme to detect an early impact of ctimate changa on mangroves should therefore focus on
measurements cf key canopy charactaristics or processes that are expected to respood to climate
cllange. It is recommended that these measurements be made within the Same permanent plots
that are used to monitor c11angas in forest sfructure, Concurrent monitoring of meteorolcgical
p~,~meters, sea level, sedimentation rate, and otller physical parameters is essential in order to
correrate biological indicators wkh climate changes
A progra.'1lme to monitor the impact of climate change on mangrove ve-getation should include the
following aspects
•

Forest structure cllanges in forest structure sll:luld I>e monitored using replicated (at least
3) permanent plots in different types of mangrove forest located. in most ,.,,,.es, along a
transect tine from the seaward and landward margins. Descriptions of where and 'low 10
establish plots, and of techniques for monitoring the impact of climate change on community
suucture may be found in Anonymous (1966, 1993).

•

Leaf production, morphology, growlh and senescenca: tile ratios of the area of a mangrove
leaf 10 bottl ils dry weight and its thickness are in~ersely cOlTelated with thermal stress and
water stress. In general. leaves which experience thermal stress Of water stress (whic~ are
closely inter-felated) are tbicker and ha~e a greater dry mass per unit leaf area tr,an those
which do not experience these stresses. Furtllermore, in many species of mangrove,
particularly members of the famiiy Rhizophoraceae, thermal and water stress inducea
curling of the leaf margins, often Witil a marked reduction in (he size of tile leaves,
Rates orteat production, growth and senescence, as well as cha~ges in isaf morphological
characteristics can be me~sured very simply, using liltle more than a ruler, callipers and an
mien. Measurements should te made anflualll 'at!!le same tim" eacll year to minimise
se,.son~1 '1~riation. They should be m~de on lagged rosettes or smali branclles (depending
on the specias) near the top of the canopy or in exposed positions on ,~le \re~s.
Non-destrllctive measurements of leaf growth can be made by Iracing the outline of leaves
onto p~per, or m~king an image of the outline of the le~f on lighl-sensitive paper, and then,
in either c~se, measuring the are~ with a manual or electronic pl~nimeter. Alternatively.
reliable est[m~tes of leaf area in m~ny species can be obtained by linear measurement of
length and breadth. In tllis caSe it is first necessary to establish a relatlonsllip between the
linear dimensions and leaf area by me~suring the leng!!l. breadth and area of a large
number of leaves of different sizes for e~ch species.
While me~surement of!!le ratio of leaf area to leat thickness can be made non-<Jestructively
in the fieid, the measuremenl of Ihe ratio of IBaf area to leaf dry weight requires destructive
s~mpling, These measurements should therefore be made on a d[fferent set of rosettes or
branohes to !!los" used to monitor teaf growth and senescence. Unfortunately, !!lere are
no well-€stabHshed and pUblished procedures for these kinds of me~surements.

•

Reproductive capacity and phanology: the timing of flowering and fruit set of some
marlgrove species is strongly seasonal. Furthermore, high levels of predispersal rnortatlty
have been observad in several species of Rhizophora thai ~re use.d wideiy for sil~icullure.
Reproductive phenology and succeSS are expected to be sensmve indicators of climate
change and should therefore be monitored
There are nowetl-€slablished methods formoni!oring phenology. Experience suggests that
n is best to lag shoots where possible and maintain detailed records of the time of
___ M_M~ MA ~,,_hM" ~. ~n'~~' ,..-+]"" ~f~ "'.. ,,,.,, ~! th~ f~lI"""nn ."t:ln,,~ of oevelooment

konsanccnat et al. (1982), Konsangchai & uavenond (1985), Gill & Tomlinson (1969),
Tomlinson at aI. (1979), Chai (1982) and Aksornkoae et ai, (1991)
(i)

Mangrove microbial and mejolauna communities: studies are required of distriblllion, abundance,
and community structure of soil microbes (especially bacteria) and meiolauna (especialty nematodes
and protozoans) in relation to sewl geochemistry, topography, tidal parameters and climatic
parameters. The role of microbes and meiolauna in mangrove decomposition and as a food source
tor secondary consumers should also be examined

J)

Mangrove intertidal and aquatic fauna: studies are required of growth rates and breedin9 patterns
ot key animal and fish species on an annual basis, where growth rates Can easity be estimated for
sessile animals with sheilS (e,g, oysters, mussels) but are more difficult for fish, shrtmp and crabs.
The methods for stLldy of reproductive cycles and produclivity are well eslablished (Macintosh,
1MB; Broom, 1985), The effect on fisheries might be determined by measuring the ereal changes
in ltIe extent of mangroves and delineation of those areas which represent nursery sites fOr
fish/shellfish; moMoring olfishlshell fish landings In neighbouring communities; and oollecting and
analysis of data on changes, in catch rates, quantities landed: fishin9 methods, species caught,
catch per unrt effort, and fishing pressure,

11,

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING MANGROVE STUDY AND MONITORING
SITES

The selection ot sU'llable siles far long-term study and mon'llorlnll to assess dimate change impacts
on mangrove ecosystems should be done with extreme care to ensure the selection of the most epprcpnate
locations. These should enable detection and efficient recording 01 environmental imp~cts resliiting from
climate change in as short a time as possible, and where changes due to anthropogenic actions readily can
De detected and separated from climate, ctlange Impacts. ';'is serecnen process will not be an easy task.
Also, because 01funding and FeSOlilrce coostraifils" ..~asmall: number of primary mangrove s~es can be
expected to be included irE the. pro!j!8mme.
In selecting primary 0> secondary mangrove sites for indusia", ln the UNEPllJNE,SCo- monitDl1img,
and study programme to assess climate charog" impacls on mangrove ecosyslems, itwo~j(f b'e, wise: to' moM
on the extensi~e experience gained during execution ot the now completed UNDP/UNESCO Regionar
Mangrove' Pmject for Asia and the Pacific, especially the Second Phase Pilot Programme 01 Survey and
Research' on Mangroves in Ranong, Thailand, 1986-1990 (UNDP/UNESCO, 1986), As a consequence of
this project, there now exists a keen awareness ofthe value in society olmangrove ecosystems in the Asia-Padfic region. Moreover, the community of mangrove specialists developed through this programme has
acquired the experience of working logether effectively, and ts formally linked to relevant governmental
sen/Ices ti1rough national mangrove committees (NATMANCOM),
The International Sodety 01 Mangrove Ecosyslems (ISME) is a lasting outcome of the
UNDP/UNESCO Regional Mangrove Project for Asia and the Pacific, and is currently sponsoring mangrove
inventories in Asia, Africa, and Latin America in cooperation w~h the International Tropical Timber
Organization (iITO). The country reports resulting from these inventories should be consulted In Ihe
process of selecting suitable mangrove study and monitoring s~es for the current UNEP/UNESCO
programme.
The experience gained in selecting the Ranang mangrove stUdy site for the UNDPIUNESCO
Raglonal Mangrove Project fer Asia and the Paoific, provided the basis for dl!\leloping guldelir.es and criteria
for selection of primary and secondary mangrove monitoring and study sites under the auspicas of the
current UNEP/UNESCO programme. The criteria for sile selection are'
(a)

Site Charaoteristics: A mangrove study and monitoring site needs to be a logical, intact, stable,
geomorphic unit, peeferably an entire watershed or a portion of the watershed whicll can be
~nn'~A_~
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density is low 10 Bfisure minimum future human impact on the manqrcve system. 80th
of past envlronrrnmlal mansgement and the long-term deveiopment plan of a mangrove
monitoring SHB should be well known. The bulk area or a site shoukl support mature
trees, preferably 30 yesrs enc older.

(b)

SHe Area The ideal size of an experimental mangrove area depends on whether the unn is a
humid della site, an arid site, or a low island site. FOf a delta sHe, the selected mangro~e unit
should represent a IIlgical ufiit wilh respect to the local watershed and ideally rover at least 5,000
ha. For an arid site, Ihe area should ideally measure 1,000 ha or more. For a low-islsnd site, it is
not possible to specify a minimum area, recogniZing that many Islands are very smali

(c)

Dats Availability: It is highly desirable that selected mangrove monlloring end stUdy sites have
already had an inventory, that accurete maps and cnerts exist, and that air pholographs and satellite
images covering the site are also in existence. The pre-eosteroa of afinual records 01 climatic,
meteorological, tidal, and hydroiogic sne data is esc highly desirabte. The existence of vegelalion
GOVer, soil type, and other geographiesl uucreencn system (GIS) type msps orme mangrove site
would be beneflclal 100. The slle history with respect to anthropogenic innuence must be well
knOWfi.

(d)

Govemmenl Approvals: A prerequisite for selection or a mangrove site for stUdy and monitoring
is an official invitation and endorsement as well as information On srrangeml'!nts, by national,
district, and/or local government msnnmcns and ednmrsnetors for ma~aging lhe sHe. A keen
interest and a posilive kmg-term commitment by institutions, administrators, including local s~e
administrators and personnel, should be a posHlve consideration in site seieclion

(e)

Illstilulional and Personnel Support: It Is highly desirable that a mangrove site for stUdy and
monlloring has dedicated institutional scientific and management staff on sile, or conven'('ntly, to
ensure routine supervision ot the study area; conlinulty In execution of routine monHoring, data
collection, and dala analysis activities: availability of laboratory and scientific institulional support
for preliminary analysis of samples and dala: and local security arrangements adequate to ensure
Ihe personal safety of indMduals carrying out monlloring and study activilies.

(f)

Data Base Afrangements must exist, or be Insmuted, to enSure that all data from a mangrove
sludy and monitoring site can be processed and entered into a computerized scientific database in
a routine fashion for sharing of Inronnation. Arrangemenls must also ecst, or be instituted, to
ensure that all site data can and will be made publicly available upon request. The willingness to
allow all sne informalion and data to be analyzed and published in a timely fashion, eilher jointly or
with the cooperauon of the on-site InstiMional staff is a necessary prerequisite. it is highly desirable
that a go~emmenl ooominating body, possibly a national mangrove commiltee (NATMANCOM),
formalize and control data sharing and dala distribution erranqernents.

(g)

Infrastructure: Mangrove sites for monitoring and study need to have In place local site
infrastructure, or.me Willingness and means 10 install the required infrastructure, including basic
faculties for accommodation, fLeld work, snd laboratory analysis: accessibiltty 10 site locations,
including boat transport; arrangements 10ensure personnel safety: and monitoring equipment and
a programme for Its mainlenance.

(h)

Training and Edueslion: An essential ingredient to the long-term success of a mangrove climate
change programme and a prerequisite for selection of a mangrove site tor sludy and monitoring is
the existence of an in--counlry commHment to educallon and training of local young scientists. There
must also be in existence an implemenled plan and the meanS to support the long_term involvement
or local young scientisls in the mangrove site study and monHoring programme.
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